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concerning the application of .ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
Decision No l/78 amending Protocol No 1 to the ACP-EEC 
Convention of Lome concerning the definition of the concept 
of originating products and methods of administrative co-
operation 
COM(78) 192 final 
:-...o---.:;. ....... ______________ _ 
EXPLANATORY NOTE 
On 14.3.1978, the ACP-EEC Council of Mi~isters approved the text of 
Decision No 1/78 modifying Protocol No 1 to the Lame Convention, con-
cerning the definition of the concept of "originating products" and 
methods of administrative co-operation. 
It is now necessary to apply this text in the Community. 
That is the subject of the annexed draft regulation. 
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rsal for a C ation (gEc)HoPo ouncil Regul
concerning the appLication of AcP*cEE counciL of lvlinisters Dectsion
rding Protocol No 1 to the ACP*EEC Gonvention of Lomd corr-No 1 /78 amert,,
cerninE the rjefinttion of the concept of originating products and
methods of administrattvd co*operation
THE C0UNCIL 0F THE EUR0PEAN C0tvitvluNITIES,
ts**,*1,**., 
--
Having negard to
and in Parti cuLar
the Treaty e.stabLi shing the European Econo;nic Coromunity,
ArtjcLe 113 thereof,
Having regard to the proposaL fhom the Commissionr.
t^lhereas tho Acp*EEC Counc"i L of lvlinisters set up by the'ACP-ffiC Convention
of 1,om6p hereinaftEr oal].edrlthe Sonventi.onrrl adopted. r.md.er lrtiole 9(e]
ofthe0onvention,DeoieionNorlz8ogI4March19?81arnend1ngProtogo1
No I of the ACP*ffi0 Convention of Lomd concerning ' ''. ' 
""''
the definition of the concept of originating products and tnethods of
" 
:,'
hJhereas it is neue$sary/ in aceordance r,uith ArticLe 7+$) of the Convention
to take measure$ to ca;Pry''out thie'negision, . ' 
-
HAS ADOPTED THiS REGULAT.ION ; I
Artt cLe 1
ACP-EEC Counci L
the. CommunitY.
of Ministers Decision 1t?8 sha L L apply in
The text of the Deciston is annexed hereto'
. o nl n. *
No
--------·- ------ ------------------
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Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force the day after its publication 
in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 January 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the CounciL 
The President 
.. 
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DECISIO~ No 1/78 OF THE ACP-EEC COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 
OF 14 March 19i8 
' 
, amending Protocol-No 1'to the ACP-EEC Conyention of. Lom~ 
- concerning the concept of originating products. 
and methpds of administrative co~operation 
I • 
'THE ACP-EEC COUNCIL OF MINISTERS~ 
Having regard to the ACP-EEC Convention of Lome. signed on 
28 February i975, and in particular Ar~icle 9(2) _thereof~ 
-·-----.. ----------~.,-........ __...., .... _ ... ,,;to,< .. ~~ •. , 
• Whereas it is Aesirable to replace the model movement certificate 
EUR. 1 and the model form EUR. 2 used under the ACP-EEC Convention 
'• 
of Lome with the model movement certificate EUR. 1 and model form 
EUR. 2 used under the preferential agreements; 
Whereas it is desirable to provide, as in the preferential agre~ments, 
for the replacement of one or more certificates EUR. 1 by 9ne 9r 
more other certificates EUR. 1 so as to introduce a ~ystem equivalent 
to that in use under the preferential agreements;· 
\•,'hereas the· Customs Co-operq.tion Council has adopted a Recommendation 
amending the Nomenclature and_it is necessary to adapt accordinilY 
lists A and B in Annexes II and III to Protocol No 1 to the ACP-EEC 
Convention of Lome, hereinafter referred to as "Protocol No 1", and 
to introduce ~ specific rule for th~ origin of goods put up in sets, 
\ ' 
-.'" --....,----~------
·- ~- --------.---- --·- --------· 
Article 1 
The nodellmovement certificate EUR. 1 in Annex V to 
Protocol No 1 shall be replaced by that in Annex I to this 
Decision. 
~1overr.ent certificates EUR. 1 made out on .the forms previously 
in force may continue to be issued until 30 June 1979. 
Article 2 
The model form EUR. 2 in Annex :vr·to Protocol No 1 shall be 
replaced by that in Annex II to this Decision. · 
I The forms EUR. 2 previously i~ force may continue to be used 
until 30 June 1979. 
Article 3 
• 
". 
It shall at any time be possible to replace one or more movement 
certificates EUR. 1 by on~ or more other movement· certificat~s EUR. 1 · 
I 
;· provided that this is done at the customs office where ·the goods.: 
,. 
'· i y 
'' 
I, 
i' 
'' 
I I . I . 
I i 
are located. 
Article 4 
List A in Annex II to Pr.otocol No· 1 shall be replaced by the 
List A in Annex III to this Decision.· 
Article 2. 
List B in Annex III to Protocol No 1 shall be replaced by the 
List B in Annex IV to this Decision. 
• 
I 
i 
. I 
I· 
I 
:. 
' 
,. 
Article 6 
Sets, as defined in General.Rule 3 of the Customs-Co-operation 
I 
Council Nomenclature, shall be regarded as originating when all 
' 
component articles are originating products. Nevertheless, when a' 
set is composed of originating and non-originating articles, the 
set as a whole shall be regarded as.originating provided that the 
value of the non-o~iginating articles does not exceed 15% of the 
total value of the set. 
be 
to 
Articril.e 7· I 
The ACP States, the Member States and the Community-· shall 
required, each for its own. part, to take·the. necessary steps 
implement this Decision. 
Article 8 
This Decision shall apply from 1 January 1978~ 
'. 
Done at Brussels,. 14 March 1978 
For the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
The President 
JOINT STAT:S:{ENT BY THE ACP-E.EC CO'L~TCIL OF !l!DriSTERS. 
concerning the- revi.ew of the changes to Lists A and B 
a~ a res~lt of the amend~entc to the 
Customs Co-operation Cou..""lc:i.l N orr..enclatu.re 
·-~--------------•••·--•w ___ -----·-----
Following the amendments made to the Customs Co-operation 
Council Nomenclature, new Lists A and B.have been introiuced. 
by Decision No 1/78. 
\Vhen these new lists effectively ch~~e the substa~ce of 
the rules existing before this'Decision and this result~ 
in a cha.~ge prejudicial to the sect.ors concerned, it is 
agreed between the Community and the ACP States concerned 
that:' 
the Community shall take those measures necessary to 
preserve the preferential regime of ?rotocol No 1 to 
the ACP-E:EC Convention of Lome on .the basis of the 
rules in the former Lists A and B; 
the Customs Co-operation Co~i ttee v;ill, at the request 
~ T t' ~ •· t· . tt o_._ ar..y o_ ne convracv:_ng par ~es, e:.:a:m~~e as a ma er 
of m~gency ~ :r.:ot later tD:2.:n 31 Decemb8r 1979 and in 
., 
accordance wi'th the procedure laid dovm in Article 28 
of Protocol K (,\ 1 to the Lome Convention, the need to 
restore t.b.:: effect o±' the rule concerned as it was before 
the said Decision~ 
The provisions set out above appLy to the_ whole of Decision No 1ns, 
including Article 6 reLatir1g to products pres€nted in the form of ~ets. 
• 
,• 
-----------------------------· ----:-- ---· ·----------··· -- ·-
(1) If goodo 
are not 
packed, In· 
die arc 
number of 
arncles or 
state 'in 
bulk' as 
•ppropriate. 
(2) Complete 
only where 
the regu-
lations of 
tbc cxpor-
rlna: coun-
try or ter ... 
ri~ry rc--
qu•re. 
ANilX I 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
3. Consignee (Name, full addreas, country) 
(Opoonal) 
6. Transport details (Optional) 
EUR.1· No A 000.000 
Sti 1101411 oYctlc.t !Nforc compltrill&lhi• fonn 
2. Certificate used in preferential trade between 
........ ._. .......................... : .... -..... -... -.. --.... _: .......... _, _____ , .. , ..... _ ...... ____ . .,,, .. __ 
and 
--............. -........... .., .......... ___ ,,, ....... ___ ... , .. ,_ .................... _____________ _ 
(insert llppropriate countries, 3fOUJ>I of countries or territories) 
4. Country, group of I 
countries or territory 
in which the products I 
are considered as 
originating · 
7. Remarks 
S. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
of destination 
8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages ('); 
Description of goods ' . 
9. Gross 10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified 
Export document (2) 
Form. __ ····-·-·-···-··-·· .. _ .............. -No·--··--··-
Customs office .............. · ......... ·--·- ... -----· 
Issuing country or territory --···------····-.. ·· 
Date ..... ·-····-·--.. -· .. -··-·-.. ·- ---······-·--·-··-
Sump 
weight (kg) 
orQther mea-
sure (litres, 
m•, etc.) 
U. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I,· the undersigned, declare t:J.at the goods 
described above rneet the conditions re-
quired for the issue of this certificate. 
Place and dare:·-.. ·--·--·-·-······ .. ·---····----·-
~----------------(S_i~~·a_na_•_> ________________________________ ~~---------------(-Si_sn_•_au __ ~_______________ j 
••• /.41. 
. - -- ---~ ~ - ~---- - ---~- -- - ~--- ------- --· . --------- --
~ 2 -
13 • .REQUEST FOR VElUFICA TION, eo 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certi· 
ficate is requested. 
.......................... -...... -..................... ilii~"C;-;;;r;r~t;:; ............ -------· 
Scamp 
H • .RESULT OF VElUJIICAnON, 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
0 
0 
was i~sued by the cJoma office indicated and that 
the information .contained therein i$ accurate. 
does not meet the requirements as to authcntic:icy 
and accuracy (see remarks appended). 
-------···~(~PI-ac_c_a_nd~da;)-·--··------·-·-
Scamp 
--- ___ .. ,_,... __ ._ .... ~ ..... 
(Slananutl 
(i) INert X ln the appropriace box. 
NOTES 
1. Certificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any alterations must be made by deleting the 
incorrectlarticulars and adding any necessdry corrections. Any such alteration must be initialled by the ?Crson who 
complete the certificate and endorsed by the customs authorities of the issuing country or territory. 
2. No spaces must be left between the items entered on the certificate and each item must be preceded by an item number. A 
horizontal line must be drawn immediately below the last item. Any unused spaae must be struck through in such a manner 
as to make any later additions impossible. 
3. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient dctai.l to enable them to be identified. 
(ANNEX I). ... / ... 
(I) If aooda 
~~d:J,tn. 
dicatc 
num~r ot 
llrticlca or 
atnte •iD, 
bulk' u 
appropri· 
ate, 
(ANNEX I) 
- 3-
APPUCATION FOR A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
' 1. Exporter (Nam~, full addrcsc, country) 
3. Consignee (Name, full adc!.teu, country) 
(Optional) 
6. Transport details (Optional) 
EUR.1 No A 000.000 
See nota ovedcaf before completing this foim 
2. Application for a certificate to be used io preferential 
trade between 
and 
----....... -.. ·-·-· .. ·-·-··--···· ............... -....................... ---·-··--··· .. -·····-(inacrt appropriate countrica, ;roups of c;ounuia or tcrrito~) 
4. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
in which the products 
are considered as 
originating 
1. Remarks 
5. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
of destination 
8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (I); 
Deacription of goods 
9. Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other mea· 
sure (litres, 
m1, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
.... / ... 
("A~~EX I') 
l, the undexsigneil, exporter of the goods described overleaf} 
·' 
I 
DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached certificate; 
. . 
SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which have enabled these goods to meet the above condi~ons: 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (t}: 
-·-----·---... -...... _________ ·-···-··-·-··-------...... ____________ , _______ .... _ .. _ 
......... -.............. -....... -............... ,_, ____ .... __ --Y_··--·------·----·---· .. ·--......... ----.. ·--
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the reqttest of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities may 
require for the purpose of issuing the attached certificate, and undertake, if roquireil, to agree to any inspeCtion 
of my accounts and to any check on the processes of manufaeture of the above goods, carried out by the said 
authorities; 
REQUEST the issue of the attached certificatt; for these goods. 
.. ___ ..... ____ .. _ .. ______________ _ 
· (Place aDd date) 
----·--------~·_ .. _____ ,. _______ ,. __ .. __ _ 
(Si11Jl&nuel 
ANNEX 11 
FORM, EUR. 2 No 
_!j Form ulled in preferential trade 
between { 1) ............ - ..... _ ...... - .......... o.nd 
··················-·-··· .. ··-~-··· 
~Exporter (Name, full &d.u-, country) ..!.1 Declaration by exporter . 
- I, the undersigned; exporter of the gooos described below, 
, declare that the goods comply with the requirementa for 
the completion of this form and thal the goods have ob, 
Wned the status of originating products. Within the provi-
sions governing preferential trade shown in box 1. 
_!j Consign~ (Name, full &dcbeu, COWltry) ~ Place and date 
~ Signature of exporter 
' 
~ Rem.arb(2) . W Country of origin (J) l!J Country of destination (•) 
~ Grou weight (kg)· 
l!.!J Marb; Numbers of cODJ1gnulent; Delcriptlon of gooc:b ' EJ Authority in the ~porting couna-y (4) rea~ 
porutble for verification of the declaration 
L_ 
by the exporter 
I 
(I) haert the countries, gruupo of c:ountriea or terrttoriea coocemed. 
(2) Refer to any verillcallon a!N:&dy curled out by th• appropriate autboritleo. 
(') The tenn 'country of origin' meano country, sroup of countrieo or territory where the px>dlare coDiidered to be origillatlng. 
{') The term 'coWitry' meano COWitry, SfOUp of COWitriea or la'rltory • . 
. .. ·' .... 
Cl 2 " 
~~ Request for veriflcation . 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on the 
front of this form is requeste4 (*) 
............ - .. ---········--·-····--..., ----19-(Pi&<:e and date) 
Slalllp 
..!!J Result of verification ,· . 
Verification carried out ahowa that {1)' 
. o the sQltements and particulars given in this form are 
a.ccurate. . . ' . 
D this form does not meet the requirements u to accu- · racy and authenticity. (see remark& appended.) 
-· .. -··--·--·-·-----(Place and date) ---·--19-
Slalllp 
-----rsi;;t~r:--
(1) 1Doat X 111 the appropriate bo1c-
(•) Sub .. qul!llt verilltf.tlonl or formo EUR. 2 lhal1 be emleci out at~ or ~'!be c:uotoms au!AoriUee or UlelmpordDJ StaiAI have ....-hie doubt u to the_, 
of the lllfonnadoll reprdlog the aut.h8DUcity or the (ocma and the tnae onp or the pod~ ID qu•tloa. . 
IDatructiona Cor the completion of form E'UR. 2 
1. A form EUR.2 may be made out only for gooda which in the exporting country fulfil the conditions IIJ*Ifted by the provilions 
governing the trade referred~ in box 1. Theae provisions must be studied carefully before the form la ~pleted. 
2. In the case of a consignment by parcel post the exporter attaches the form to the dispatch note. In the case of a consignment by 
letter post he encloses the form in a package. The reference 'EUR.2' and the aerial number of the form ahould be atatec.J on the customa 
green label declaration Cl or on the custOms declaration C2/CP3, u appropriate. 
3. These instructions do not exempt the exporter from complying'Nith any other formalities required by customs or postal regulations. 
4. A:IJ. exporter who uses this form is obliged to submit to the appropriate authorities any supporting evidence which they may require and 
to agree to any inspection by them of his accounts and of the proceasea of manufacture of the gooda dacribed In box 11 of thla form. 
(ANI£X ll). 
"4-~-----~------
ANNEX III' 
LIST A 
List of working or processing operations which result 
in a change of tariff heading 
witho~t conferring the status of 
"originating" products 
on the produ'cts undergoing such ope:rations, or 
confe~ring this status only subject to certain conditions 
.~ --· ------------~·-- ------- ·- ,._ --~· .......... ·-·-----··-----.,.-----·--·- ------·r---.,....-------~---··-~--~.--- ----:---::----·-
Cus~;oms 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
02.06 Meat and edible meat offals 
(except poultry liver), 
salted, in brine, dried or 
smoked 
03.02 Fish, dried, salted or in 
brine; smoked fish, whether 
or not cooked before or 
during the smoking process 
04.02 Milk and cream, preserved, 
concentrated or sweetened 
0.4.03 Butter 
04.04 Cheese and curd 
01.02 Vegetables (whether or 
not cooked), preserved by 
freezing 
07.03 Vegetables provisionally 
preserved in brine, in 
sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions, but 
not specially prepared for 
immediate consumption 
07.04 Dried, dehydrated or 
evaporated vegetables, whole 
cut, sliced, broken or in 
powder, but not further 
prepared 
- 2 -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status or 
originating products 
Salting, placing in brine, drying 
or smoking of meat and edible meat 
and edible meat offals of heading 
Nos 02.01 and 02.04 
Drying, salting, piacing in brine; 
smoking of fish, whether cooked or 
not 
Preserving, concentrating, or 
adding sugar to milk or cream 
of heading No 04.01 
Manufacture from milk or cream 
Manufacture from products of 
~eading Nos 04.01, 04.02 and Q4.03 
Freezing of vegetables 
Placing in brine or in other 
solutions of vegetables of 
heading No 07.01 
Drying, dehydration, evaporation, 
cutting, grinding, "powdering of 
vegetables of heading Nos 07 .. 01 
to 07.03 
08.10 Fruit (whether or not cooked), Freezing of fruit 
preserved by freezing, not 
containing added sugar 
08.11 Fruit provisionally preserved 
(for example, by sulphur 
dioxide gas, in brine, in 
sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions), 
but unsuitable in that state 
for immediate consumption 
( -\NNC:X III) 
Placing in orlne or in other 
solutions of fruit of heading 
No~ 08.01 to 08.09 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met -
' ..... , 
... / ... 
......... ----.- . - -
3 
Products obtained 
Description 1 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
11.01 Cereal flours 
11.02 Cereal groats and cereal 
meal; other worked cereal 
grains (for example, rolled 
flakP.d, polished, >earled or 
.<~boled, ~l.lt :.ot .further 
prepared), except rice falling 
w~th1n heading No 10.06; 
germ of cereals, whole, 
rolled, flaked or ground 
11.04 Flour of the dried leguminous 
vege~ables falling within 
hesding No 07.05 or of the 
fruits falling within any 
heading in Cnapter 8; flour 
and meal of sago and of roots 
and tubers falling within 
heading No 07,06 
11.05 Flour, rneal and flakes of 
potato 
11.07 Malt, roasted or not 
11.08 Starches; inulin 
11.09 Wheat gluten, whether or not 
dried 
15.02 
15.04 
Lard, other pig fat and 
poultry fat, rendered or 
solvent-extracted 
Fats of bovi~e cat~le, sheep 
or goats, unrendered; 
rendered er oolveno-extracced 
fats (including "premier jus") 
obtained from those unrendered 
fats 
Fats and oils, o~ fish Pnd 
mari:1.e mant'TI3.l3" Hl:ether or 
not refined · 
(A:-!Nt.X .Ll.L) 
Drying of fruit 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture .from cereals 
~1anufacture from dried leguminous 
vegetables or heading No 07.05, 
prod~cts of heading No 07.06 
or of fruit of Chapter B 
Manufacture from potatoee 
Mam.:facturfl from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals of 
Chapter 10, or from potatoes or 
other products of Chapter 7 
Manufacture from.wheat or wheat 
flours 
I Manufacture from heading No 02.05 
I 
proaucos of 
Manufactur~ from products of 
heading Nos' 02.01 and 02.06 
I 
I 
I ~1anufacture 
mammals 
from fish or marine 
I 
I 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
.. .. I .. -
l Products obtained 
I 
I Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
L_ No 
Description 
15.06 Other animal oils and fats 
(including neat•s-foot oil 
and fats from oones or waste) 
ex 15.07 Fixed vegetable oils, fluid 
or solid, crude, refir.ed or 
purified, but not including 
Chinawood oil, myrtle-wax, 
Japar. wax or oil of tung nuts, 
oleococca seeds or oiticia 
seeds; also not including oils 
cf a kind used in machinery 
or mechanical applicances or 
for industrial purposes other 
than the manufacture of 
edible products 
16.01 Sausages and the like, of 
meat, meat offal or animal 
b·lood 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved 
meat or meat offal 
16.04 Prepared or preserved fish, 
including caviar and caviar 
substitutes 
16.05 ~rustaoeans and molluscs, 
prepared or preserved 
ex 17.01 Beet sugar and cane sugar, 
in solid form, flavoured or 
colvured 
ex 17.02 Other sugars, in solid form, 
flavoured or coloured 
ex 17.02 Other sugars, in solid form, 
not flavoured or colour~d; 
sugar syrups, not flavoured 
or coloured; artificial honey, 
whetner or not mixed with 
natural honey; caramel 
(ANNEX r::) 
... '\ . 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products o~ 
Chapters 7 and 12 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
l1anufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manu.recture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from other products 
of Chapter 17 the value of whioh 
exceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from any product 
I 
- -~----~- --~--
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when tr.c 
following conditions are met 
.. . I ... 
- 5 -
~------------------------------~----------------------------r------------------------1 Products obtained 
Cus::.:~ Tarif~: I Description 
Heaaing , 
No I 
ex J.7 .031 Molasses, flavoured or 
1 coloured 
17.04 Su~ar confectionery, 
no~ containing cocoa 
18.06 Chocolate and other food 
preparations containing 
cocoa 
ex 1~.02 Malt extract 
ex 19.02 Prepai•ations of flour, meal, 
starch or m~lt extract, of a 
kind used as infant food or 
for dietetic or culinary 
purposes, containing lees 
than 50% by weight of cocoa 
19.03 Mncaroni, ~paghetti and 
similar products 
Tapioca and sago; tapioca and 
sago substitutes obtained 
from potato or other starches 
19.05 Prepared roods obtained by 
th~ 3Welling or roasting of 
cereals or cereal products 
(puff~d rice, corn flakes 
and similar products) 
19.07 Dread, ships' biscults and 
ut.JJ.-Jor ordinary bak,ers t wares, 
not containing addE:•l ,ugar, 
honey) eggs, fats 1 cheese or 
fruit; communion wafers, 
cache~s of a kinG suitable 
for pharmaceutical use, 
sealing wafers, rice paper 
and 5imilar products 
19.08 Pastry, biscuits, cakes and 
other fine bakers' wares, 
whether or not containing 
cocoa in any proportior. 
Working or processing tha~ does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 30% of the· value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
~anufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 30% of the value or the 
finished product 
~anuracture from products of 
heading No 11.07 
Manufacture from cereals and 
~erivatives thereof, meat and milk, 
pr in which the value or products pf Chapter 17 used exceeds }0% of 
~he value of the finiahed product 
I 
Manufacture from potato starch 
'lanufacture from any 1 product. other hen of Chaptt>r 17 ( ·) or in which 
he value of the products or 
~hapter 17 used exceeds 30% of the 
alue of the finished product 
~anufacture from products of 
Phapter 11 
I 
I 
f
' anufacture 
hapter 11 
from products of 
Working or processing that 
con~ers the status or 
originating produc~s when the 
foll.owir.g conditions are met 
Manufacture from d•~rum wheat 
( 1) ':'his rule does not ·apply where the use of maize of the "zea indurata" type er, "durum wheat" is concerned • 
(ANi'<"'X IJI; • . . I ... 
0 •. 
l -___ 1_:~~~: t-~-~~e-a ---~ Wor~ing or processing that does Working or proces~ing that 
1
1 c .. sto•r.s I not confer the status of confers the statvs or 
"' · ~.- D • . originating products originating products when the !~~;:;:,_ ~-- --=r~pt~-o_n __ · ----i---·····-----·-·-----·------·-+--·-"o_l_l_ow_i_n_g_c_o_n_d_i_t_i_o_n_3_a_r_e_rn_et 20.011 V•Jflct-aoles and fruit, prepared Preserving vegetables, fresh or or ~reserved by vinegar or frozen or preserved temporarily or ac:eti.:: acid, with or without prese1·ved in vinegar 
sugar, whether or not 
conta~ning salt, spices or 
rrustard 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or 
p.r~sc.rved ocherwise than by 
v~negar or acetic acid 
20.03 Fruit preserved by freezing, 
containing added sugar 
20. Oli Fruit, fruit-peel and parts 
of plants, preserved by sugar 
(dra~ned, glacl er 
crystalli~~d) 
ex 20.05 Jams, frult jellies, 
marmalades, fruit purees and 
fruit pa~tes, being cooked 
preparations, containing 
added eugar 
20. 06 Fruit othen,;.5e prepared or 
pr~served, whether or not 
containing added sugar or 
spirit: · 
ex 20.07 
"' ,j 
I 
I 
I 
A. Nuts 
E. Other fruits 
Fruit juice~ (including 
grape must), dhether or not 
containing added s~gar, but 
\..4.nfermented and not 
containing spirit 
Roasted chicory and extracts 
thereof 
("NNEX III) 
Preserving vegetables fresh or 
frozen 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 30% of the val•.1e of the 
finished product 
Manufactur·e from producte of 
Chapter• 17 of which the vallle 
exceeds 30% of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapte~ 17 of which the value 
exaeedJ 30% of the value of 
the fi.nisned pL·oduct 
Ma:1uf'acturea from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 30% ?{ the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Cnapc-:r 17 of which the value 
e~cee0s 30% of the value of the 
fJ.n:i.shed product 
:~anufacture r::-om chicory roots, 
fresh Ol' dr1ed 
t4anufacture, without added 
sugar or spirit, in which the 
value of the ~onstituent 
originating p~cducts of 
heading Nos 08.01, 08.05 and 
12.01, represents at least 
60% or the value or the 
finished product 
... ! ... 
?mm."
( AN}IEX III )
not epply where fruit juices of pineapple, lime and grapefruit are concerned. ,
. 
.,.t .,,
Products obtalned
Working or processin8 that doeg
nof, eonfer the staEus of
ortginating Products
I.IorkinE 0r processin8 that
conferti the status of
origlnating pnoduc'"s t,lhen i,hofollowing conditi"ons are meb
Cus'uomsTariff
HeadinE
No
De s cript ion
ex 21.07
a1 .05
22.A2
22.05
22.08
2?;09
22.!0
2] -O,l{
,01:(
Manufacture 'from products of
heading {o 20.0?,
Manufacture from Products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds ]0[ of the valuE of thefiniehed pnoduct
I{anufacture from frult Juices (1)
or in t+hich the value of Producte
of Chapter 1? used exeead.s ]0[ of
the value of the finished Product
Manuf*cture fnom producta of,
heedtng No 08.04, 20,07, 22.Olt or
aa .05
Manufacture from Producte of
hEadtng No 08,04, 20.0?r ?2'04 br
?e .0,
tlenufacture from produote of
heading No 08.04, 20.07, e?.04
or' ?2 .05
Manufacture from productg of
heading No 08.04'. 20.0?' ee.0ll
or 22.05
Manufacture brom maize or maizeflour
Manufacture fnom various productg
Soups and brcths in liquid' I
solid or powCer forml I
homogenieed food PreParatione I
I
Sugar syrups, flavouned or Icoloured I
I
'l
,l
Lemonade, flavoureci sPa I
waters and flavoured aerated I
waters, and ot,her non- I
alcoho]lc beverages, not Iincluuin8 frult and vegetable I
iuices falling wichin I
heading No 2O.O7 I
I
vermouths, and other wlnes of Ifresh grepes flavouned with
aromatic extracts
EEhyL alcohol on neutral.
spiribs, undenatured, of
a strength of 8oo or hiEher';
derrabuned spirit,s (lncluding
ethy.l alcohol and netural
spirlts) of any Btrength
Spirits (other than thoee of
hbadins No ??.oB)i ilqueuro
and other Epirituoue
bevenag€s; bompound alcoholtcpreparations (knotr'n aei'concentrated ext,r'actg'r ) for
the manufactu.re of beveragee
Vinegar and subetitutes for
vinegan
Residues from the manufacture
or- rnaize starch (excludin$
concentrated sieeping lirluors),
of a protein content,
calcufated on the dry ProducE,
exceeCing 40ff by weight
0iI-cake and otlrer residues(except, dregs) resulting
from +.he extraction of
vegetable oiis
~------------~-__.___.:_ ____ _ 
~ 8 -
.-----.,··---------.,.--------------,-----------~-Products obtained 
orn~--~---·· 
Ta. _:f I Description 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met i Heading 
~--r-------------~--~----------~------------~ 
1 2 3. 01 Sweetened forage; other 
preparations of a kind used 
in animal feeding 
ex 24.02 Cigarettes, cigars, smoking 
tobacco 
(ANNEX EI) 
Manufacture .from cereals and 
derived products, meat, milk, 
sugar and molasses 
Manufacture from products 
of heading No 24.01 of which 
at least 70% by quantity are 
originating product$ 
... / ... 
• 
1 C~;stoms 
I Tariff lieading 
Prod~cts obtained 
~ 9 -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
l No 
J 
Dmcip'ioo j 
-J-.---1 -I 
I 
ex 28.381 Aluminium sulphate 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
31.051 
I 
~edicaments (including 
veterinary medicaments) 
Other fertilisers; goods 
of the pr1esent Chapter in 
tablets, lozenees and similar 
prepared forms or in packings 
of a gross weight not exceed-
ing 10 kg 
32.06 Colour lakes 
32.07 Other colouring matter; 
inorganic products of a kind 
used as luminophores 
ex 33.06 Aqueous distillates and 
aqueous solutions of 
es~e~tial oils, including 
such products suitable for 
medicinal uses 
ex 35.07 
I 
37.011 
I 
37.021 
I 
Dextrins and dextrin glues; 
soluble or roasted starches; 
starch glues 
Preparations used for 
clarifying beer, composed of 
papain and bentonite; 
enzymatic preparations 
for desizing "textiles 
Photographic pla~es and film 
in the flat, sensitised, 
u~exposed, of any material 
other than paper, paperboard 
or cloth 
Film in rolls, sensitised, 
unexposed, perforated or not 
Manufaoture from materials ~f 
heading N~ 32.04 or 32.05 ( ) 
Mixing of oxides or salts of 
Chapter 28 with extenders ~uch as 
barium sulphate, chalk bari!m 
carbonate and satin white ( ) 
Manufacture from essential oils 
(terpeneless or not), co~cretes, 
absolutes or resinoids ( ) 
Manufacture f.rom ploducts of 
heading No 37\02 ( ) 
Manufacture from ploducts of 
heading No 37.01 ( ) 
Working or ~recessing that 
confers tne statu~ of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in whi'ch the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50fo of the value of 
the finished product 
~anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does.not 
exceed 50% of the value of 
the fin:shed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
1of the products used does not !exceed 50% of the value of 
l'h' fioi,h•d ''''"'' 
l~anufacture from maize or I potatoes 
\Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
( 1) These p::-ova1ons do not· apply ~~here the products are obtained from productt whicl1 ha1re 
acq~ired the status of originating products in •ccordance with the condit:tns laid down in List B . 
( Ai!l~E:-: LII) ... ! ... 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
37.04 
38.12 
38.13 
ex 38.14 
38.~5 
38.17 
Products obtained 
Description 
Sensitised plates and film, 
exposed but not developed, 
negative or positive 
Disinfectants, insecticides, 
fungicides, rat poisons, 
herbicides, anti-sprouting 
products, plant growth 
regulators and similar 
products, put up in forms or 
packings for sale by retail o 
as preparations or as article 
(for example, sulphur~treated 
bands, wicks and c~ndles, fly 
papers) 
Prepared glazings, prepared 
dressings and prepared 
mordants, of a kind used in, 
the textile, paper, leather o 
like industries 
Pickling >•reparations for 
metal surfaces; fluxes and 
other auxiliary preparations 
for soldering, brazing or 
welding; soldering, brazing o 
welding powders and pastes 
consisting of metal and other 
materials; preparations.of a 
kind used as cores or coating! 
for welding rods and 
electrodes 
Anti-knock preparations, 
oxidation inhibitors, gum 
inhibitors, viscosity 
improvers, anti-corrosive 
preparations and similar 
prepared additives for minera 
oils, excluding prepared 
additives for lubricants 
Prepared rubber accelerators 
Preparations and charges for 
fire-extinguishers; charged 
fire-extinguishing grenades 
----~- ·-- ---·-·--'"------
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Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Manufactur~ from products of 
heading No 37.01 or 37.02 ( ) 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
(l) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the-
status of origina.ting products in accordance with the conditions laid down in· List B, 
(ANNEX III) ... 1 ... 
Pr"odur ie obtained
Horlring or precesEinE that {ioes
- not, confer the st,atus of
originating pnoducts
l,Iorking or processing that. .gonfers the stetus sf
originating products when thefollowing condibions are m6l,
Customs
Tariff
Heading
Ng
Deseription
:8. rB
ex ]8.19
59, 04
Composite solvents and
thinners for varnishes
simiLar produete
Ftanufacture in whish t,he valurir
of the products used doee not
exceed 50S of, the value of thefinished product
Manufacture in which bhe value
of the products used does noE
excded 5oE of the value of thefiniehed product
Cliemical products andpreparations of the chemicaL
on allied industnief, '(including those consisting
of mixtures of naturalproducts)r not elsewhere
specified or included;
residual product,s of t,he
chemical or allieri irrdustries,
not efsewhene specified or
included, excluding:
- Fusel oil and dippelts oil;
- Naphthenic acids and their
waf er-insoluble salts;
esters of naphEhenic acidsl,
-. Sulphonaphthenie acids andbheir water-insoluble $altsi
esters of sulphonaphthenic
acids;
- Petroleum sulphonates,
excluding peUrsleum
sul-phonates of elkali metal$n
o.f. ammonium or of
ethanolamines, thiophenated
sulphonic acids of oils
obtained from bituminous
'minerals, and their salts;
- Mixed alkylbenzenes and
mixed al,ky lriapthhalenEs ;
* Ion exchangensl
- Catalysts;
- fietters for vacuum tubes;
- Refraetory cements on mortarB
and similar compositions3
- Alkaline ircn oxide for thepurificatiorr of gasl
- Carbon (excluding thaE in
artlficial graphit'e of head-
lng No 58.01) in metal-graphite or other compounde,
in the form of small plates,
bars or other Eemi-
manufactures
* Sorbitol ot,her than bhet of
heaoing No 29.04
- funmoniacal gas liquone and
spent oxide prociuced ln
coaL gas purifieation
Polymerieation produc!p'
I
t
[*nupfr
bxce
Iini
I
facture in rshlch '*he T alue
he producbs usef does not
etl 501 of the value of the$hEd Frodust
.i I
(AI{NEX IIi }
Customs r 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
ex 39.07 Articles of materials of the 
kinds described in headings 
Nos 39.01 to 39.06 with the 
exception of fans and hand 
screens, non-mechanical, 
frames and handles therefor 
and parts of such frames and 
handles, and corset busks and 
similar supports for articles 
of apparel or clothing 
accessories 
40.05 Plates, sheets and strip, of 
unvulcanised ~atural or 
synthetic rubber, other than 
smoked sheets and crepe sheets 
of heading No 40.01 or 40.02; 
granules of unvulcanised 
natural or synthetic rubber 
compounded ready for 
vulcanisation; unvulcanised 
natural er synthetic rubber, 
compounded before or after 
coag~lation either with carbon 
black (with ar ~ithout the 
addition of mineral oil) or 
with silica (with or without 
the addition of mineral oil), 
in any form, of a kind known 
as masterbatch 
41.08 Patent leather and imitatibn 
patent leather; metallised 
leather 
43.03 Articles of furskin 
ex 44.21 Complete wooden packing cases, 
boxes, crates, drums and 
similar packings, excepting 
those made of fibreboard 
ex 44.28 Match splints; wooden pegs or 
pins for footwear 
45 .o Articles 'of natural cork 
--- ~·-·- • -- ·-- • ·-r -·----
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Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Making up from furskin in plates, 
crosses and si~ilar forms (heading 
No ex 4 3. 02) \< ) 
Manufacture from drawn wood 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
~4nufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of. the'value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Varnishing or metallising of 
leather of heading 
Nos 41.02 to 41.06' (other than 
skin leather of crossed Indian 
sheep and Indian goat or kid, 
not further prepared than 
vegetable tanned, or if other-
wise prepared obviously 
unsuitable for immediate use 
in the manufacture of leather 
articles) in which the value of 
the skin leather used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from boards not cut 
to size 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 45.01 
<
1
> These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained rrom products which have acquired 
the status of originating products in accordance with the conditions laid down in ~1st B. 
(ANNEX IIIJ ...! ... 
-1)-
Products obtained
Working or processing that does,
not confer the status of \
originating' productB
Working or processin6 tiat,
confers the siatus of
orig:,natinE prooucts uhen biir:following conditions are net
Custons
lgl'rIr
i{eadint
No
Description
ex 48.07
q8.14
tl&.15
er 48, r5
49.09
49. ro
50. 04
(*)
5C.05
(1)
5c. o?
TJ
50.07
(1)
ex
ex
Paper and paperboard, ruJ.ed,iined, or,squared,, Irut not
otherwise printed, in rotls
Bheets
l'Iriting bloeks, envelopes,letter oards, plain postcards,
corresponderrce cards; boxesopouches, wallets and r*ribing
compendiums" of paper orpaperboard, containing only an
assortment of paper stationery
Other paper and paperboard,
cut to size or shape
Boxes, bags and other packing
containers, of paper orpaperi:oand
Picture postcards, Christmas
and other picture Ereeting
cands, printed by any procese,
urith or without ?rimmings
Calendare of any kindr ofpaper or paperboard, including
cal"erdar bloeks
Silk yarn, other than yarn
of noil or other waate silk,
not pub up for retail sale
Yarn spun from noil or other
waste siIk, not put up for
retail sale
Silk yarn and.yarn spun from
noil or. other waste silk, put
up for retail gale
imltation cat,gut
of silk
nufacture from pnoducta
ading No 49.11
nufa,cture from producte
ading No 49.xl
of
Manuiacture from papEn pulp
I'lanufacLure in rrli:ibtr the value
of the products used does not
exeeef, 50f of the value of thefiniehed pr"oduc.t
nufacbure from paper pulp
anufaclure in which the valuef the products used does not
xeeed 5Of of the value of theinished product
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
lqanufacture
Ithan uhose
I
froin producE6 other
of heading No 50.04
nufacture from products
ading No 50.05
nufacture from producEs
aCing Nos 50.01 **o 5O.O)
of
of
nufacture fnom products of
ading No 5O.01 or of h*ading
50.0] neither carded nor
mbed
[,,,*,
he a
I
I
I
ka r
he ci
I
L*.,,,,
he
ilo 0
Io be
I
111 tr'or'.yarn composed, of two or more t,extile materlals, t.he condj.tione shown in thie list muat also be
met in PespecE of each of the he*,*ii.,n6s under trhich'yarns or'Elle other textil.e maberialE of, whichEhe nixed_yarn is composed wouLd Ue clessified. This ruLe, howeverr d,oes not appl.y io any one or
niiore mixed textile materiale whose weight cioee not exceed iOf of tni total welglt if textile
materials inconporated .
(ANNEX III)
Custo;ns 
I Tariff 
·Heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
Woven fabrics of silk, of noil 
or of other waste silk 
Yarn of man-made fibres 
(continuous), not put up for 
retail sale 
Monofil, strip (artificial 
straw and the like) and 
imitation catgut, of man-made 
fibre materials 
51.03 IYarr. of man-made fibres 
(1) (cor.tinuous), put up for 
retail sale 
\voven fa'::lrics of man-made 
f~bres (continuous), 
including woven fabrics of 
monofil or strip of heading 
No 51.01 or 51.02 
Metallised yarn, being 
textile yarn spun with metal 
or covered with metal by any 
process 
Woven fabrics of metal thread 
or of metallised yarn, of a 
kind used in articles of 
apparel, as furnishing fabrics 
or the like 
- 14 -
Working or processing that does 
not confer t~e status of 
originating products 
Wor~ing or process~ng that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met \ 
Manufacture from 
1 heading No 50.02 
products of 
or 50.03 
I 
1~anufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, from textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres 
or their waste, neither carded 
nor combed 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, from textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres 
or their waste 
For yarn composed of two or more textile mate;ials, fhe conditions shown in the list must also be 
met in re~pect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which 
the :nixed yarn is composed would be classified. ~his rule, how~ver, does not apply to any one or 
~ore mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile materials 
~r.corporated. 
For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which 
the ~ixed fabric is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the.total weight of textile materials 
incorpora~ed. This percentage shall be increased: ' 
- to 20% where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments 
of: polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
- to 30% where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a•core 
consisting either of a thin strip or aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether 
or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent 
or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
(ANNEX III) . .. / ... 
-75-
I
(5 p* y;;;rpor€d o? t o o! !or. te:tlle Dstallatra, th. oq'6lttom 6ho$a ln tb. llst Du.t-415o b.
' ' iii in iciei-ot of erch of rb;-;r;aiini;-ind;'*niot'vr,rn" ;f rb. othc! t.xrtla trBret'isls of rhl.h
' the inlxed ira*n 1r coupoged'rguLd bc o-LaE!1t1od. 8h-lr !ula. borava!, doca tlot gDply to any-one o!iii"Tiila"Eiitii.-iil"iiiri-irioci-ririni-ioir'noi-.Iiocia ioi or th; totrl veieirt or tc,.!11. nat.fLrrr
lncolporatad.
(2) pot riu.t." co6goeid of tro o! uorc t.rtl,1. Dtt.rl,rl!, tb. cotrdl,tLn! .bo{n la thl! lttt 6"rat. slao b.!ra! tn t..b.cr or.ech or uti- rrliiinri-'iiicr-irtri;h iibria of thc oth.r tertlle rst€rlsId of t{hLchiii 
"iixia:Iilif"- ri "d"p"ril"riura ui cietaulca. [hl. rul., hgrr.v.r, llo.! r9t-.pDrv. to..nv on. orbors Eia.d t6r11e Dr.ro!!al! fiiii iiifri-a"-i;-iit iio.ei-ioi or tm iotrr r.taht af tsxtlI. nat.rl.l.hcorDor.tld. rrhi! D.ro.:rta8. rhrtl ba lrlor.a..A:
. - to aot rhclc tlic E t.tlsl tur qu..tlon l. yrna ladr ot Pouut.t-ban' ''egtitntcC -rlth-fltxlblt tc8ll"ttloi poiyetAer, lqh.ther o! not aioD.it, ,rllllra rtthln hardlD8. [o. €x 5i'01 rnd ex 5u'o7i .
- ::'::!,ffi':rl*,t:"I'ti*'.'o$ii'lf.iiJii[,"t'.Pl'].ii'"i.li!tli8'3'T'*;i:o#'i':i';n'*.'ii"ioi -"i .iid-'viti., .il"i"i"i-ii aii,;hr;;;ii4;rrE_oi n tn..rtco snd 8iu.d bv r..r. or r tr!n!t.!.nl
oi loio'.rrca glu.'b.tv.on tio flft!' oi .rtlfloi.l Dlt.alc !3t.rlrl '
(ANNEX III)
I
I
I
Fnoducta obtalned
Worklng.or proeesslng that doet
nou eonfer thg $tatu$ of
originatlnB Pnodusts
t'lorking or pro\ceosing that
confer8 thg statu8 of
originatinB produsu8 ilhen t,he
followJ.ng conditions are net
CustomsTariff
tlqading
IIo
Description
5t. ri6
(1)
i
5] .07
(1)
51. 08
(1)
5]. d9
,r 
(')
55.10
(1)
53.11
(21
51.12
(a)
54 .01
(1)
54 . OIr
(1)
54.oi
t2)
Yarn of carded Eheeprs or
Iambsr l+ooL (woollen yarn),
not put up for retail' sale
Yarn of combed sheeprs ot'.
lambsr wool (worsted yarn),
not put up for retail sale
Yarn of fine animal llair(carded or combed), nob put uB
for. retail sale
Yarn of horsehair or of other
coarge animal hair, +ot put uSfor retail sale
i
Yarn of sfreeprs oI' Iambsr wooJ
of horsehair or of obher'
animal hair (fine on coa.rse),put up f,or retail sale
'Woven fabrics of sheeprs oI'
Iambs' gool or of fline animal
t l4lt
Hoven fabrics of horsehair
or of other coarae aninal
hair
Fiax or rEmie'yarn, not putfsr retail- eale
Ffax or ramie yarn, put up
netail aale
Hoven fabrics of flax
ramie
of
Manufacture from Producte
heading.No 5].O1 or 5l,o]
Menufagture from Produets
heading No 5).01 or 53.05
Iiianufacture fron raw fine
animal hair of headin6 No 51.
ilanufactufe from raw eoarse
anirnal hair of heading No 5) '
or. frqilr raw horsehair of
headlng No 05.0]
Hanufacture from materials
heading Nos 05.0] and 17;olto 51.04
Flanufacture from materials
heaqting Nos 5).O1 to 5)'O5
of
l.Ianufacture from produdts of
heading Nos 51.O2 to 5].05 orfrom horsehair of, heading
No 05.0i
I'lanuf4ct,ure either from,z '
proCucils of heading No 54.O1
neither carded nor combed or
from produets of heading
No 54.02 , .
ilanufact,ure frorn mater.ials
heading Uo 5tl'O1 or 5ii'Oz\.
Manufacture from' materiale
headlng lto 54 . O1 ' or 5 4 .02
of
of
',..1 
., '
l-".rr##--$r+,i-
I
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CUeromr(tqr,{ 
"a
**frtr',*
lEodurtr oEtrinrt
tton yarnr not'
salr
fnon'mrtar
55.01 or 55.03put up for
up for ratall
!trnufttturu
headlng No
Manufacturaproductr or
MBnufacturr
produgtE o!
t4lnufactureprsducts or
55 .05
(1)
55 .06
tlr
55.o?
,! 
'
reuall
totEon y8$n, Put
sale
Cot,ton gsuEG
Manufacturo f,rom inatcr':tatc lf-rreia*ng 
No 55.01 on 55'o)
ManufasturE ft'om mst"e'rlal6 Pf
i,iiCatns No 55.01 , 55 ' 05 or
55. orl
lrlanufactura frora ma[artals' of
iieiioins No 55.01, 55'o] or55.olr )
Menufactunc fro$ matarlgla of
ririioins No 59 .ot , .55 ' oI or
55 .0ll
55 .08
(a l
55..09
'(e)
56. 0t
55 .0e
56.0]
55.0r
(ANNEX rr4)
Terry towelllng End elrnllan[erry fabrtcr, of ootton
:
Othcr Hovrn febrlec'of
cotton
Man-madc flbrcs(dlsconF"inuous), not cardcd'
combed or othct"rti-se prepared 'for splnnlng
,l
ConEinuoue filament tow for
ths ftanufact'urq of m8n*madeflbreE (dlgconttnuous)
Waste (includ{ng Yarn htEEt'6
and pulled or garnettcd raEa)
of man-madE flbras
( continuous or diccontlnuout) t
not ca.rded. combcd or othsr-
wioe prepaied for aplnnlnB
Man-made fibrcs (dissontlnuoug
or wette), cardadr combid or
ot,herwlaa Prrpsrcd for
apl4nlnE
MrnufecEur:e from ohemlcal
ilidaucte or tcxttxt FurP
irorn' ohemleirLtextlle PuIP
from shemlcB&trxtllc PUIP
f,rom chamlgaltcril,lc PulP
ffi :::illfi ll't$t*h*$i*lll'i$.uxiii:'H;li:$l$;',.,.no!.. nlr.d t.*tll. Ertarllla
"' 
lli'lllrili";"*""i'! 
" 
.frr5i$i$Hi;*ii*l#$'ifl:iliil:li#iii*i'frl*n;;:'
net Ln relD.st of alch o! thl
Ehe ElxEal ?atrlc_ le aorDocqd
noFe Dtx.d textll. lnlttallala
lnEorporltaal, Thl! D€tcanttl
: il ;il,i*::,;;;;;;il; i*i!:i;iun"*ttr""t '.311ffi::":.';fl3f::1.!ii[]3.i1']-. 
*""
i},*il$;*t t*i$*,'*gl;*rp*l*,*x.ri,seiitlli#;#ri*Liriii':*:"'*'' or coldur.d Slur batvacll t
tlorltlnE or ProqGruln8 thtt
confcre thc rtatue of
onlEinatlng PnoduotE tdhtn the
-roifowtng-c-ondltlonl ara iltt
Uorhlng or Prooil;ln5 thet^doce
- 
not-oonfir thc auatus'of
orlSlnetlng ProductrDcrcnlptton
...t ,,.
- :7 -
r-----------------------------·------------r---------------------------------~-,~------------------------------1 
[\ Hort:inp.; or ,pro;:es~ir.g tr.at 
co~~ers the status or 
I Customs 7a.riff j Heading 
No 
ex 57.L>7 
f 1' \ ) 
lex 57.07 
I 
Prbducts obtaiqed 
Description 
(discontinuous or waste), not Yarn of man-made fibres I 
jput up for retail sale ~~ 
IIYarn of mari-rnade fibres (discontinuous or waste), put 
'up for retai~ sale 
\woven fabrics of man-made 
J fibres (discvntinuous or waste) 
' 
!Yarn of jute or of other 
!
textile bast fibres of heading 
No 57.03 
Yarn of true hemp 
Yarn of other vegetable 
textile fibres, excluding yarn 
of true hemp 
Paper yarn 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
I 
I 
origi~a~i~g prcd~cts when the 
fol:owing conditions are met 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or t~xtile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from products I 
of heading No 56.01 to 56.03 I 
Manufacture from raw jute, jute 
tow or from o~her raw textile 
bast fibr.es of heading No 57.03 
Manufacture from true hemp, raw 
r.:anufacture from raw vegetable 
textile fibres of heading 
No 57.02 to 57.04 
r~anufacture from products of 
j Chapter 47, from cbemical products, textile pulp or from 
!
natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-mad~ fibres 
or their waste, neither carded 
nor combed I I 
Woven fabrics of jute or of 
other textile bast fabrics of 
heading No 57.03 
Manufacture from raw jute, jute I 
tow or from other r'aw textile I 
bast fibres of heading No 57.03 
i ! ___________ _ 
I , 1 
I' I 
I 
For yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in the list must also be 
m&t in respect of each of the heading& under which ~arns of the other textile materials of which 
;;he mixed yarn is composed would be classified. Thils rule, h"weve1·, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed ~extile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weigh: of textile materials 
ir.corporated. ·~ 
For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
meo in respect of each of the headin;s under which fabric of the otner textjle materials of which 
th" r.1lxed .f'abric is composed would be classified. 'l'his rule, howaver, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed ':;extile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile :nate::-i<l: :. 
1ncorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
-to 20% where the material in question is yarn.made of polyurethane segmented with flex~ble se~:nents 
of po:yether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
to 30% wnere the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 ~m formed of a core 
cqnsisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic materia: wl:e~·r,er 
or not covered with aluminium powC..3r, this core having been inserted and c;lued by means of a tra:1sparen~ 
or coloured glue between two filn:~ '.:i!' artificial plastic material. 
( A:mEZ :II) .. .I ... 
• 
I Customs/ r. 
· Ta!'iff 
I Heading 
No 
Produota ob~ained 
Descripti~n 
ex 57.11
1
! Woven fabr1cs of other 
(2) vegetable textile fibres 
I 
ex 57.111 Woven fabrics of paper yarn 
I 
I 
58.01
1
' Carpets, carpeting and rugs 
(1) knotted (made up or not) 
I 
ss. 02 I ( 1, I 
I 
58.041 
(1) 
Other carpets, carpeting, 
rugs, ~ats and matting, and 
"Kelem", "Schumacks" and 
"Karamanie" J?ugs and the like (made up or not)· 
Woven pile fabrics and chenill 
fabrics (other than terry 
towelling or similar terry 
fabr~cs of cotton falling 
witnin heading No 55.08 ·ano 
fabrics falling within 
heading No 58.05) 
- 18 -
Working or processing that does 
no~ confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or proceseing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture frcm materials of 
heading No 57.01, 57.02, 57.04 
or from coir yarn of heading 
No 57.07 
Manufacture from paper, from 
chemical products, textile pul> 
or fro~ natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres 
or their waste 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
51.01, 53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 
55•01 to 55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 
or 57.01 to 57.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
51.01, 53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 
55.01 to 55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 
57.01 to 57.04 or from coir 
yarn of heading No 57.07 
Nanufact~.:re from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03, 57.01 to 
57.04 or from chemic41 products 
or textile pulp 
(
1
) For ~roducts composed of two,or more textile materials, the conditions shown in column 4 must be 
met 1n respect of each o~ the textile materials of which the mi.xed product is composed. This rule, 
however, does not apply to any one or more mixed te~tile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% 
of tne total weight of textile materials incorpo~ated. This percentage shall be increased: 
- to 20% where the material in question is yarn ~ade of polyurethane segmented ·,d th flexibl'e f se~ments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; I 
- to 3~% whe!'e the ~aterial in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
cons1sting either of a thin strip of al~~inium or of a film of artificial plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been ~nserted ~nd glue~ by 
means of a transparent or coloured glue between two f1lms of artific1al plastlc mater1al. 
<
2 l For ?roducts composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must' also be 
met.~~ respect of each o~ the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which 
the,.nlxed product is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
~ore mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile materials 
1ncorporated. This percentage shall be.increased: 
- to 20% where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments 
of polyether, whether. or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
- to 30% where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
consisting either· of a thin' strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether 
or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent 
~r coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
(ANNEX III) . .. / ... 
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For pnoduots composed of two or morq textile materials, the
meu in respest of Each of the textire materiare'of wrriih trreconditions shown in 
column .i muEt be
mixed product is composcd.
textiLe rnaterial$ wi\ose r+eight
l,ncorporated. ?his percentage shall
- td 20f where the material in question ls yann meds of poS.yur,ethane segmenLed with flexible segmente'of 
.polyether, whether or not gimpeC., falling within rreb.Cii:gs l{os ex Sf .Ot and'ex 58.0f ;
Thls rure, hor+eveF, doeE not appry to any one or more ruixeddo€s not exceed t0[ of the total welghb of textile maberiafsbe increaeed:
- ?o l0S where the material in queetion ia yarn of e r.rid,tl: nob exceeding !consietlnE ej.iher of 'a t,hin strlp of aluminium or pf a fiLm of 'aruificiaior not covered with aiunrinium powder, this eore having been irtserted andor coloured glue between two films of artifle{a1 plastic mater.ial.
mm formed of a coreplastlc nraterial rrhether
gtueti by rreens of a traneParent
i (.Ii-iNEX Iri )
i
I
Pro4ucte obtained
ldonking on proodsal.ng t,hat does
not Conf,er bhe status of
originating producbo
Horking or proceselne tfiat
confers Ehe status of
originating products lrhen the
following-cbnditions .are met.
CustomsTariff
Heading
No
Des cript:.on
I
5s.05(t)
58.06(t)
58,07
(1)
58.08
(1)'
58,09
(1)
58. r0
5+. 01
(1)
.
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Narr*ow woven fabrics, and
narrow fabrics (uolduc)
eonsisting of warp without
we-ft, assembl-ed by nea4s of an
adhesive, obher than goodsfalling within heading No 58,0
I
Woven Labels, badges and the.1"ike, ,not embroidered, in thepiece, in strips or cut to
shape or size
Chenil.IE yarn (includingfiock 
-ehen:.1Ie yarn), gimpedyarn (other than metallisedyarn of headinE No 52.01 andgimped horsehal"r yarn); braids
and ornamental trimmings in'the piece; tassels, pompoms
and the il.ike
tulte and other net fabriss
ibut not lnctuding woven, 
'knitted or crocheted fabrico),plain 
.
,ufr* and other net fabrics(but not including woven, iknitted or crocheted fabrics);figuredi hand or mechanically-
made lace, J.n the piece, in
strips or in motifs
Embroidery, in the piece, in
strips or in fnotifs
a
bladCing and articles of
wadding; textiLe floekdust and mllJ. nqps
Manufaet,ure from maberiaLe of
headings t'to 5C.01 to 50.03,
5] . 01 to 71.05, ,54 .01 , 55 . 01 to
55.0q , 55,.01 to 56.01 or 57,01to 57.Oli or from chemicaLproducts or textile PUIP
to
to
to
F{anufacture from materials of
headj-ngs No 50 . O1 to 50 . 0],
51.01 to 5],05, 5!.01, 55.O1
55.oq , 56.01 to 56.0] o.* from
chemi6al- prpducts or telctile
pulp
'!
Itlanufacture from mat,ertal's of
headings no 50.0t to 5O.O1r5].01 to.51.05r'5I '01, 55.0155.04, 56.o1 to 55.o] or from
chemical prodrrcts 'or textile
pulp
Manufacture fron materials of
headings No'50.O1 to 50.0],
5] , 01 ro 5] .05, 5ll . 01r 55. 0t
55.04 , 55,01 to 56.0] or from
chemical produeus or textilepulp
Manufacture fron materials of
headings No 50.01 to 50.o]'
5].Ol [o 5].05, 5{.01, 55.0t
55.04, 55.0t to 56,0] or from
chemi.iaL pnoduets on textile
pulp
to
Manufacture In which the value
of the produsL used does not
exceed 50S of Lhe value of thef,iniEhed Product
Manuf,acture'.either from natufalfibres or fnom chemieaLprodue[s or textile PulP
Produets obtained
lilorklng or process{ng t'hat 
-does 
.
not confer the Btatus of
onlglriating Producte
W0rking or,Processlng tEat
spn'f,era the status of
onlsinating Products Hhen thefollouing, cond.ibions are net
CustomET*riff.
Head,ing
No
Descrtpbion )
et. 59.02
(1)
ex 
.59. 02
(1)
59.0](t) 
.
59. oll
r1l
59. oS
(1)
bg.o6
(1)
59,07
"ra._--*(') tr'or pin re
does
vrei6t
-rd
sI|
- td
elt
' wltglr
(ll.urex t
the exception of needled fe1t, ;l
whether or not implegnated or I
I
NeedLed felt,, whether or not Iimpregnated or coated I
ttl
I
Bonded flbre fabrice, similar Ibonded yarn fabrics, and tarticles of Euch fabrics, I
whether or not, Lmprsgnated or Icoated I
I
Twine, cord,age, ropes and Icables, plalted or not 
t
Nets and ne\ting made of, twinerl
cordege or rope, and made uP Ifishing nets of yarn, t',wine, I
cordage or rope i I
I
Other arti,cleg made from Yarn, Itwine, cordage, rope or oabJ.esrI
other than textile fabrice End I
arUicLeg made from euch fabricol
I
Textlle fabrics coated ' I
with gum or amylaceoug sub- I
stances, of a klnd used for thel
outer sovers of boolts and the IIike; traoing clothi PrePared Ipainting canvas; buckram and Isimllar fabrics for hat found-.l i 'ations and simllar uBeE I \
meterialsr 
- 
u!9-.::ngil*::: ?l
spect of eaen oi tfre textil"e naterials ?I tthictt the mixeil producE IE
not apply to any one o1r more *ix"d textile'materialE wh6se weight dc
rt of iiitire *u[*Iiirl-iiiiiipdrliea. mis percentase shall be incre
208 where the material in question l.s yarn 4ad9 of p.olyuret-hene cegl
;iiy;;;;;,-*r,*itu'';;-";; Eirpi6, rarring wlthin headinss Noe ex 5t'
]Of, where the materiaf in question is yarn^gf a r'ridth not exceeding;her of a rhln -[;I;;i ;1di.i,r*-or-or"a-ir6 of Enrificial plastlc
;h al,urnfiium powaerl thia corernavlnts been ipeertad end Slued by meat
te between' tw'o f ift; of artiflcial plastlc. material '
anufacture either fnom nat'ural Iiilr;; or fnom ehernical irrodueta I
;;;;;-=_f::Tffi:Hffil"libres or from chemleel Products
n textile PuIP or from fibre
r continuous PolYProPYLene, i .
ilament of whieh the denomlnati<i-t-rri r+ra:nents is lesE than I
,enier anO or whi6h the value
,oeg not exeeed 40f of the
'EIue of the finlehed Product
Ianuf,actune elthEr from natural
'ibres on from ctiemiceL Productg
rr iextlle P01P
lanufaeture gither from natural
:iUres or frcim chemioal Produeta
>r textile PuIP or from soir
rirn of treaEing No 57.07
{anufacture either from natuialffur"s or ftrom chemicat Producteir-textire PuIP or from eoir
parn of heading No 57.07
I
laanutacture eiti:'er from naturEl
hluree or from ehemical Productsbr textile PUIP Qr frotn colr
[rarn of heading uo 57 ' 0?
I
I
fanufacture from Yarnl-
rown in column 4 muat be met
r composed. This rule, however,
,*s not exseed 10I of the total
'ased;
rented with flexible segmen-ta
o1 and Et 58.0?i
5 mrn formedl of '8 core conslttifigfi"i*rii1 whEther or not cqvered
o ui- i'trgntParent or coroured
.. ]/...
i
i
I
I
Pro{uets obralned
Description
Customs
Tariff
HeadinE
Ho
59.08
Honklng or, prosessinE that does
,-nou confar thE statug of
orlBinating products
I
i{ort<ing or proceEsin8 that
confers the status of
orlBlnating products t{hen the
f,o1lowinE condibions are met
Manufact.ure from yarn
Ilanufacture either fron Yann
from t,ertile fibrea
Itlanufacture from yarn
facture from ehemical
sEs
from yarn
nufacture frorn einEle Yart:
59. ro
(1)
ex ll$.11
ex 59.11
59:1]
(1)
l
(ANiiEX III )
Textd.]e fabric s impregnat,ed,
coated, covered or laminated
with preperations of cellul,ose
tierivatives or of othen arti-ficial plastic materials
Linoleun and materials
on a textile 'pase in a simil,ar
manner to linol,eum, t+hether or
not cut t,b Bhape or of a kind
used as floor coverings; floor
coverings coneisting of a
coating applied on a textlle
baee, cut to shape or not
Rubberised textile fabrics,
other than rubberised knitted
or crocheted goods, with bhe
except5.on of those coneisting
of fabric of conf,inuous syn-
thetic. t€xt.iIe fLbres, or effabrj.e composed of parallelyarns af conEinugus synthetic
textile fibres, impreg*
naled or covered vrith rubber
Iatex, containing at least
90f, bV weigh'u of textile
materials and used fon the
n*nufacture of tyres or fon
o'ther technical uses
Rubberised testile fabrlcsr'
other than nubberized knitted
or crotheted goods, consisting
of fabric of continuous syn-
thetis'f ex',,ile fibres or offabrlc composed'of parallei
yarns of, continuous synthetic
textile fibres, impregnated or
covered with rubber labex,
taining at Least 90f, by weight
of textile materiale and usedfon the manufactufe of tyresfor other technical uees
Textile fabrics otherwise
impregnated or coated; painted
canvas being. theatrical
scenery, studio back*clouhe
or the Liite
Elastic fabrics and trinrninEe ,(other th&n knitteC or crochet
goods) consioting. of textile
matenials combined with rubber
threads
) I'or,'prod,uets eomposed of two or more textile net,enials, the condltions shown in eolumn 4 mus'u be neb in
. ,resplct of esch of ttre iextile mai*rials of which itre irlxea product is composed. .Ehis rule, .hottever'doei not apply ro any one or4 *oo"-ln-iied"tuitii*-maieriiii *tiEe weight doei nnt eilceed xOI of the total'
weight of iextife materials incoiporated. Thie pereentage shaLl" be lncreaeed;
- to 20I where the naterial in queetion is yarn made of polyurethane seg:nentei with fl.exible seg'rnents ofpoiyether, *-net-i,er'-;;- ;;[ ;tdH; "iliiiie"fiiini["i,*iiite*" il; 
"i ir . oI an* ex"E8lo?i-'---.
- tc ]CE fuirene bhe materiSi in question is yarn of a rvidth nog axceeding 5 mn formed of a +ore consj'stlng
either ef a thin, strip of alrmln.Lum or or-a riim ol antiri"fai prautft m"terial whether on no'e sovered
uitli al,gniniulr, powAlr, tf:is *oo*-f.a"ing beerr inEerted and Siuecl by Heane of a transparent or coloured
sru* [uil,*+n-t*[ -i;iGi or-aoiiri"{ar-piattic material,
- :a 
Products obtained 
I. Cust:on:s , Tariff Description 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
w·orking or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
I 
I Heading No I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Textile hosepiping and similar 
tubing, with or without lining 
armour or accessories of other 
materials 
I Transmission, conveyor or 
elevator belts or belting, of 
textile material, whether or 
not strengthened with metal or 
other material 
Textile fabrics and textile 
articles, of a kind commonly 
used in machinery or plant 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 5~.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 tp 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
~1anufacture from materials of 
'headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54,01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 
to 57.0~ or from chemical produc a 
or textile pulp 
~anufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.0! to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 5~.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 
to 57.0~ or from chemical produc s 
or textile pulp 
ex 
I! Chap~: er 60 
' ( 1) 
I 
Knitted and crocheted goods, 
excluding knitted or crocheted 
goods obtained by sewing or by I tne assembly of pieces of 
knitted or crocheted goods (cut 
or obtained directly to shape) 
Manufacture from natural fibres, 
arded or combed, from materials~ 
pf headings Nos 56.01 to 56.03 
~rom chemical products or textil 
pulp. I 
Jex 60.02 
I 
Gloves, mittens and mitts, 
knitted or crocheted, not elast"c 
nor rubberised, obtained by 
sewing or by the assembly of 
pieces of knitted or crocheted 
~anufac tu re from yarn ( 2') 
I 
I 
!ex 60.03 
I 
goods (cut or obtained directly 
to shape) 
Stockings, understockings, 
socks, ankle-socks, sockettes 
and the like, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic nor 
rubberised, oetained by sewing 
or by the assembly of pieces of 
~anufacture from yarn (2 ) 
I 
I 
i 
' 
I I 
:mitted or crocheted goods (cut 
or obtained directly to shape) 
I 
' For products composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in column ~ must be net in 
respect of each of the textile materials of which the mixed product is composed. This rule, however, does 
~,1·)--------------------------
not apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight 
of textile materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased; 
- to 20% where the product in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments of 
polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
- to 30% where the product in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core consisting 
e~ther of a thin strip of alumini~~ or of a film of artificial plastic material whether or not covered 
with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued.by means of a transparent or coloured 
gl~e between two films of artificial plastic material. 
( 2) Trim~ings and accessories used (excluding linings and interlining) which change tariff heading do not 
remove the originating status of the product obtained if their weight does not exceed 10% of the total 
weight of all the textile materials incorporated. 
• 
"(ANNEX III) .. . ! ... 
• 
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I Customs 
! 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
I ex 60.04, Under garments, knitted or 
1 crocheted, not elastic nor 
I! 
rubberised, obtained by sewing 
or by the assembly of pieces 
of ~nitted or crocheted goods 
1 (cut or obtained directly to 
I 
I ex 60.05 
I 
ex 60.06 
I ex 
1-
j 
I 
61.01 
61.01 
61.02 
shape) 
Outer garments and other 
articles, knitted or crocheted 
not elastic nor rubberised, 
obtained by sewing or by the 
assembly of pieces of knitted 
or Grocheted goods (cut or 
obtained directly to shape) 
Other articles,, knitted or 
crocheted, elastic or 
rubberised (including elastic 
knee-caps and elastic stocking ), 
obtained by sewlng or by the 
assembly of pieces of knitted 
or crocheted goods (cut or 
obtained directly to shape) 
Mens' and boys' outer garments, 
excluding fire resistant ~ 
equipment of cloth covered 
by ~oil of aluminised polyeste 
Fire resistant equipment of 
cloth covered by foil of 
alurninised polyester 
Womens', girls' and infantB 1 
outer garments, not embroidered 
excluding fire resistant 
equipment of cloth covered by 
foi: of aluminised polyester 
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Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from yarn (1 ) 
Manufacture from yarn ( 1) 
Manufacture fro~ yarn {1 ) 
Manufacture from yarn (~)( 2 ) 
Manufacture from uncoated c:oth 
pf which the·value does not 
~xceed 40% of the yal~e of the ~inished product ( )( ) 
I \ ~ (1 ) Trimmings and accessories {excluding linings and \interlining) which change tariff heading do not 
remove the originating status of the product obtained if their weight does not exceed 10% of the total 
weight of all the textile materials incorporated. 
C2l These provisions do r.ot apply where the products are obtain~d from printed fabri~ in accordance with 
the conditions shown ~n List B. 
{ANNEX IIl• .. . I .. • 
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Products obtained 
I f 
I 
Cus:-oms 
Tariff I 
Heading 
Description 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
\ 
1 No 1 
I . 
' ex 61.02\ 
I 
ex 6L021 
61.03 
Fire resistant equipment of 
cloth covered by foil of 
aluminised polyester 
Womens', girls' and infants' 
outer garments, embroidered 
~ens' and boys' under garments 
including collars, shirt front! 
and cuffs 
61.04 Womens', girls' and infants' 
under garments 
ex 61.05 Handkerchiefs, not embroidered 
ex 6l.C5 Handkerchiefs, embroidered 
ex 61.06 Shawls, scarves, mufflers~ 
mantillas, veils and the like, 
not embroidered . 
ex 61.06 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, 
mantillas, veils and the like, 
embroidered 
\ 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth 
of which the value does not 
exceed 40% of the yal~e of the 
finished product ( )( ) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not l 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40% of the 1 
value of the finished product ( r 
r~anufac ture from yal."n ( 1) ( 2) ! 
~anufacture flom2un~leached single yarn ( )( )( ) ' I j 
~anufacture from fabrics, not I 
~mbroidered, the value of which 
~oes not exceed 40% of thi value pf the finished product ( ) 
~anufacture from unbleached 
~ingle yarn of natural textile 
ibres or discontinuous man-
~ade fibres or their waste or 
~rem chemical £ro~ucts or 
extile pulp ( )( ) 
~anufacture from fabrics, not 
~mbroidered, the value of which 
oes not exceed 40% o£ thl value 
pf the finished product ( ) 
Trimmings and accessories used (excluding linings and interlining) which change tariff heading do not 
remove the originating status of the product obta~ned if their weight does not exceed 10% of the total 
weight of the textile materials incorporated. 
<
2) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from printed fabric in accordance with 
the conditions shown in List B. 
I <3 l For products obtained from two or morA textile materials, this rule does not apply to one or more 
' of the mixed textile materials if its ~r their weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of 
all the textile materials incorporated. I 
(A~NEX III) .. . I ... 
I. 
• 
Products obtained
CuBtomBTariff
HeadinE
No
articles of kflitied or eroshet
fabric)r-whether or nob e1a$t
ex-61.10 Gloves, mittens, mitis,
st,ockings, soelcs and sockettee
not being knitted' or- erocheted
goods excJ.uding fire resietent
equipmenc of cloth covered bYfoil of aluminised'PolYesten
Fire resistdnt equiPment of,
cloth covered by foil of,
aluminised polyester
e:r 6t.to
ex 51.11 ltlade up acceseories for artic
61.0?
51.09
ex 6t. tt
:.
62.01
ex 62,0?
ex 52"02
Ties, bow ties and cravats
Coreet s r,' coraet-beIt s,
suspender-belt,e, brassiEres
braees, suspenders, gartere
the like (including such
of apparel (for examPle, dreEE
ehields, ehoulder and g'r,he-npads, belts, muffsr eleeveprotectors, pockets) uith the
exception of collars, tucker$,fallaIs, bodice-fronts' iebots
cuffs, fLounses, Yokes and
similar accessories and trim-
mings for womenrs and ginlstgarments, embroidered
Collars, tuckerd, faIIaIs,bodice*fronts, iabots, cuffstflounees, yokes and similan
accegsories and trirnmings for
womeRrs and girlst garments,
embt'cidered
flravelling rugs and blankete
Bed linen, tabtd linen, BollstIinen and kitchen f.inen; curtg
and other furnishJ.ng articlesi
not embroidereC
Bed Linen,'table linen, toilet
linen and kitchen linen; curta
and other furnishing Ertisleai
embroidened ;
t{antifactur* 'fro* yarn (1t f El
,"1
Irlanufactur"e fron uncoated cloth
of which the vaiue does not
exceed 40f, of the Yalge of thEfinished product (*)(')
r4anufacture from yarn ( 1) ( e )
:
Manufacture
I,lanufacture
facture from
embroideredn theg not exgeed
the finiehed
acturef Chaptere
fagtune
ingle yarn
fpcture from
oidered, the
es not exceed
f the finlshed
from yarn (t)t2)
from yann tlit?l
fabrles, not
value of t*hich{0S of the valueproduct (')
from unbleqchgd Yarn
50 to 56 (')(r)
fBom,unbleached(')(r)
fa'oric s , not
valire rlr' uhich
Ilotr or the varue
product
(1) trirr*ings and accessdriee used (exotudlng ltni.ng and-
rbmove Ctre originating'atatus of the-produet obtalnEd
weight of all. [he. textile matertale incorponated.
lnter'linin8) vlhich. chanfie tarift heading do no! 
-
-Ir-itriir ilifeht doee nit e:tceed 10i of the total
(2) tires* provisionE do not apply where the prodrrqte &re obtalned frorn prl,nted f,abric in aceordance t*ith Uhe
conditions ohown in List B. , '
(5) for products obtained from'ilfo op motre te:{tlIe materle}s, this rule does not apPl'y to one or more
. the nLxeri qe*iii*-*arer.iera iI rla-or-tneir w"fght does not exceed. tOf of uhe totBl' weight of aII
" textite materlats inco:"porated'
!
(AHNEX iII)
of
the
Working or processlnE that
' confere the statuB of
originatlng Pnoducte uhen thefollowing conditlohs are met
llor]<ing or prooesel.nE that does
not-confer the status of
ort8inqting ProduqtaDescription.
r--- Products obtained 
I I CUS'COIDS Tariff Description 
He~~ing ! 
62.03 Sacks and bags, of a kind used 
for the packing of goods 
- 26 -
Working or proce~sing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
62.04 Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, su -
blinds, tents and camping g9od 
ex 62.0S Other made up textile articles 
(including dress patterns) 
excluding fans and hand-screen 
non ~echanical, frames and 
handles therefor and parts of 
such frames and handles 
64.01 
64.02 
64.03 
Foot~ear with outer soles and 
uppers of rubber or artificial 
plastic material 
Foot~ear with outer soles of 
leat~er or composition leather 
foot·t~ear (other than footwear 
falling within heading No 
64.01) with outer soles of 
rubber or artificial plastic 
material · 
Footwear with outer soles of 
wood or of cork 
Footwear with outer soles of 
other materials 
Manufacture from assemblies of upper 
affixed to inner soles or to other 
sole components, but without outer 
soles, of any material ex~ept metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of upper 
affixed to inner soles or to other 
sole components, but without outer 
soles, of any material ex~ept metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of uppere 
affixed to inner soles or to other 
sole components, but without outer 
soles, of any material except metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of upper 
affixed to inner soles or to other 
sole components, but without outer 
soles, of any n~terial except metal 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are me~ 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, textile pulp or from 
natural textile fibres, dis- _ 
continuous ma~-m~de fibres or 
their waste ( )( ) 
Manufacture from' !in~le 
unbleached yarn ( )( ) 
tl,anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished prodtct 
~------------------------·~ (1) For products obtained from'two or more textile materials, this rule does not apply to one or more of 
the mixed textile materials if its or their weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of all the 
textile materials incorporated. 
<
2
> These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from printed fabric in accordance with 
the conditions shown in List B. 
(ANNEX III) 
.. 
I ' 
r lt -
. Pr"oduets obtained
!'Iorklng or processlng that does
not confer the status of
originatin8 produots
l{orking or procegsing ttrat
confers tbe status of
originating-producte when thefollow:ng conditions are met
Customstarif,f
I{eacing
NO
Description
o). u,
65.05
65.01
Ex ?0.07
70.08
zo.og
'
71.15
7].07
7] .08
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
i
I Felt'hats and other felt head-
I gea*, being headgeir mad,e fron
I the felt hoods and piateauxi falting within heading No 65.0:i uhether or not lined,on trimnet
I
I
I ttats and ot,her headgean[ (including hair nets), knitted
I or crocheEed, or made up from
I lace, felt or other textile
I faUric in the piece (but not
I from strips), whether or not
I Lined or trimmed
I
I umurellas and sunshades| (inctuaing walkinE-stickj umb:rellas, umbrella tents, and
i Sareen and similar umbrellas)
I
I cast, ro11bd, dralun or blown
I glass (ins].uding flashed or
Iwined g3.ass) cut to shape
I other than rectangular shape,l or bent or otherwise worked
I (ro* example, edge worked or
I engraved) whether or not
I surface ground or polished;
I multiple-waIled insulat'inE
i elass
I
I
I Safety glase consist,ing of
I toughened on laminafed glass,I shaped or not
t
I or..r minrons (including rear-
I view mirrors), unframed,I franed or basked
I
I orar*r"u consisting ef, or
] incorporatingl pearls, precioui or eemi-precious stonegI (nabura}, synthetic or
I reconstructed)
I
I nloo*u, biLrete, slabs and
I sheet bars (including tinpLate
I bars), of Lron or steel; piece
I roughly shaped by forginE, of
I iron or steel
I
II lr.on or steel coile foni re-rolline
ufacture f:rom dnawn,
Ied gtaes of headinge
70 .06
caEt
Noe
or
70. 04
anufaoture from drawn' cast or
olled glaee of headings Noe 70.04
0 .05
anufacture from drawn, cast or
oIled glass of headings Nos 70.04
0 .06
ttt
ufacture '.frorn productg of
71.06
l
ufaEture from products of heading
?5 ,0?
anufacture'tn *hich the value o
he products ueed does not excee0f of tbe value of the finishEd
roduct ( r )
facture from textile fibree
Manufacture either ftom ya,r"n or
from textlle fLbreo
facture in whieh the value opnoducts ueed doea not excee
of, the value'of the finiehed
uct
I
I
;d
eol
'I
I
I
i
t
I
I
:t
! aPPLY where the Producta
st,atus of originatlng pnoducts tn aecordance uith
ane obtalned from productB whieh have aegulred the
tlie oondJ.tlons laj.d down in Lit[ E'
(AHNEX III) .../...,
I! Customs 
, r:'ariff 
f Heading 
I No 
73.091 
73.10 1 
I 
I 
73.111 
I 
Products obtained 
Description 
Univ.ersal plates of iron or 
steel 
Bars and rods (including Nire 
rod), of iron or steel, hot-
rolled, forged, extruded, 
cold-formed or cold-finished 
(including precision-made);· 
hollow mining drill steel 
Angles, shapes and sections, 
of iron or steel, hot-rolled, 
forged, extruded, cold-formed 
or cold-finished; sheet piling 
of iron or steel, whether or 
not drilled, punched or made 
from assem~led elements 
73.12 Hoop and strip, of iron or 
i steel, hot-rolled or cold-
rolled 
73.13 Sheets and plates, of iron or 
steel, hot-rolled or cold-
rolled 
73.14 Iron or steel wire, whether 
or not coated, but not 
insulated 
73.16 Railway and tramway track 
construction material of iron 
I 
- 28 -
Working o~ processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.07 or 73.08 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.07 
Manufacture from products of 
headings Nos 73.07 to 73.10, 73.12 
or 73.13 
Manufacture from products of 
headings Nos 73.07 to 73.09 or 73.13 
Manufacture from products of 
headings Nos 73.07 to 73.09 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.10 
or steel, the following: rails, 
check-rails, switch blades, 
crossings (or frogs), crossing 
pieces, point rods, rack rails, 
sleepers, fish-plates, chairs, 
chair wedges, sole plates 
(base plate~)~ rail clips, bed 
plates, ties and other materia s 
specialised for joining or fix ng 
rails 
i 
73.18 Tubes and pipes and blan~s 
therefor, of iron (other than 
of cast iron) or steel, 
excluding high-pressure hydro-
electric conduits 
74.03 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of copper; 
copper wire 
I -,-----------------------
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.06 
Manufacture from products of 
headings Nos 73.06 and 73.07 or 
heading No 73.15 in the forms 
~s~~c~~~~~ in headings Nos 73.06 anufacture in which the value f the products used does not xceed 50% of the yalue of the inishe~ product ( ) 
~ ( 1) 
I 
I 
These prov~s~ons do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the 
status of originating products in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B. 
I 
(ANNEX III) ... / ... 
• 
-eg.
Products obtained
tlontrclng or proces*ing thet 
-doeEnot ,conf,er the etatus of
,cnt5lntttraB Produgtc I
t{orking or Procegslng that
confers the slatuE of
orLsinet{nE FrodustE when t'he
-i'oEi-diing-l-ondltl5l1 15i netGuat,omaf arl.f f
I{eadJ.ng
No
IDrraliption
74. x5
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
t
t
?4.0q I W*or,*n, Plates, sheete and
I etrin, of coPPer
I
I
I
?4.05 | copP*t foil (whether or not[ *mllssea'-cut t'o shaper '
I perforat6d, coated, Pnlntedr.
I br uacked with Paper or other
I reinfoncinB material), of.a
I tnickneBg (excludinE anY
I backing) not exceeding 0'tE mn
I
'1
74,06 | coPPer Powd.ers and flakes
I| 'r
I
74.0? I tuuus and Pipes and blanks' ' I therefor, 6f coPperi hoxlow
I 'uars of coPPer
I
t
?I.oB I *uo* and PiPe fit'tings (for 'i examnle. ioints' elbowst
I sockLts-aira flanges), of
I 
conuer
?4.tol str^na"a wire, cablee,
I cordage, ropes, Plaited bandsI anc tf,e-Itke, if coPPer uire,I but excluding ineulatec
I electric wires and cablee
.lt
?q.11 I **rrr", cloth, grill, nut*ing'
I fenciirs, reiirrorcing fabficI and slnilar materials
I (incluaing endless bands)r-of
l.copper wire; exPanded metaI.,[ ,of coPPer
Manufactune in which the value
of the products, used does not
eiseea EoI or Ehe -Yalue of thefinished Product (')
Manufacture'in which the valueiof t,he producte ueed doee not
iiice*o "lOI or the. Yalue of the
lrinieireo prodqct' (')t'
I
I
I
lManufacture in which uhe valueloi tire produc+,s us:'rl coes not
leiceea 'fo$ ol the Yalue of the
lfinisnea 
protiuct. (*)
tlManufacture in which the valuel"i tte rrod'uctg used does not
l"ice"a Eof or the Yalue of the
lrinrsnea 
product (')
t
hlanufaeture in which the valueEi ite nroducts ueed does not
l"iceea SOf of the YaLue of the
hini"rrea product (*)
I
[qanufacuure in r{hich the valueLi ir," products used does nqt
leiceea iof or bhe YaJ-ue of the
lrinf er,ea' 
product (')
I
Iqanufacture in rrhich the valuebt tr,e Products used doqs not
lu**uua botr or the ,:laiue of the
hinlenea pi"oduct (-)
t
I
I
h{anufacture in which the value
bT'-th; products uged does-n9!-
E;"Jej 5or-;i t'he,1alue or thehlnisnee pro4ucE t r
Nails, tacks, staPlee, hogk-
naifs. oPikei cramps, studsr'
soikei ano drawing Pins, of
"Locer. oi of iron or stselwfiir niaas of copperi holts
and nute (including bolt ends
and screw etude), whether or
noi threaried or taPPed, and.
Bcrews (inciudinE screw hool(e
and serew rings), of .coPPFri
rivets, cottersr sotter-Pln6t
waEhers and spring r*ashers,
of copper
i4
iffi** ffi"rons.do not appry where the-productE are obtal'ned from produote'which 
have
|statusofor'iginatingp*oa,,i"t"'I"eecora-anc!.iiin*i[.-conajtrongial.odown1nLisiB.
i
It-
I
I
I
!' ,onnr* ,r'
I
I
I
I
aoquired the
,
t */ 
' "'
! 
Customs I Tariff 
Heacing 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
74.16 Sprinbs, of copper 
74.17 Cooking and heating apparatus 
of a kind used fer domestic 
purposes, not electrically 
operated, and parts thereof, 
of copper 
74.18 Other articles of a kind 
commonly used for domestic 
purposes, sanitary ware for 
indoor use, and parts of such 
articles and ware, of copper 
74.19 Other articles of copper 
I 
I 
75.02lwrought bars, rods, angles, 
!
shapes and sections, of nickel; 
nickel wire 
75.03 Wrought plates, sheets ana 
strip, of nickel; nickel foil; 
nickel powders and flakes 
75.04 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of nickel; hollow 
bars, and tube and pipe 
fittings (for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets and flanges), 
of l)ickel 
75.05 Electro-plating anodes, of 
nickel, wrought or unwrought, 
including those produced by 
electrolysis 
• jU -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status or 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the ~alue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not. 
exceed 50% of the ~alue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in wr.ich the value 
of the produc'ts used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which tne value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
r.anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
( ) These provisions do not appl~where t~e products are obtained from products which have acquired the 
status of originating products in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B. 
(ANNEX I!IJ 
... ! ... 
"l 
Produets obtained
.t CuBEom6Tarlff
Heading
No
75.06 her. articles of nickel. Manuiasture in which 
the value
have acqulned lhe
B.
of lhe Products used does not
exceed lof, or the Yalue of. thefinished product (') I
Msnufacturb ln whieh the value
of the Productt used does nht
exceed bOtr of the value of theflniehed Product
Manufacture ln which ,the'value
of the products used tloes not
exceEd Botr of the Yalue of thefi4ished Product
,\
Manufact,urE' in which the v*ltle
of the Producto ueed {oes not
ui"**a EO, of the vaIile of thafiniaheil Product
l
Manrtfacture in whlch the valus
of the Products' ueed does 
-no-teiceia iof or the varue of, the
flnished Produ.ct
Irtanufacture in which the value
oi ttre Products used does not
eiceea BOtr or the value of theflnlahed Product
llanufactune ln rlhiih the value
oi"ttre products used does nqt'
eiceea iof of the vblue of the
finished Pt'oduct
Ilarlufacture ln whlch the value
of the Products used does not
eiceea iotr or the'value of the
flniehed Product
--"*" 
-1 '.i4F'5+ .'
'11 -
76,o?
. ?6, 06
'(ANIIEX IIl)
tlrought bans, rodsr, angles,
shapes and eections, of,
aluninium; aluminium wire
Hrought plates, sheets and'
strip, of aluminium
Aluminiurn foil. (whether or not
emboesed, out to thaPe'perforated, coated, Printedo or"
baeked uith papEr or other
reinforcing material), of a
thickness (excLuding any
baeking) not exceedlng
Aluminium powders and flakee
Tubes and Pipes and blankstherefor, of aluminiumi
hollow birs of aluminiun
Tube and plPe fi-ttings (for
exampJ-e, joints, elbowsr-
soeklts-ana flanges), of
'aluminium
lr
i,
Structures and Parte of
structures (f,or exarnP1e,
hantrars and other buildlngs'
briEges and bridge-sections,
toweis, lattice mastsn roofst
roof infi fnamer*orks, door and
windor* framegr balustradea,Dillars and columns), of
Lluminium; platee, rods, anglee
shapee, sectlons, +"ubtis 
. 
and the
1ike, prePared for uee ln
struitirel, of alumlnlum
thEse provisions'do not apply uhere the prodlucts-sreililu*-i,i ooisln*IinE-imiirctg in B0oordance wlth the
obtalnrd frorn Productt r+hich
-cinalirona raic down in LlEt
I{onking or: Proceseing that
corifers.the stetus of
orlglnatlng Product,s l'rhen Ehefol}br+lng condltlong are laet
Uonklng or processlng thet does
not.confer the EtetuE of
onlglnetlnB produccsDsscrlptLon
Customs 'J 
Tariff 
1 Heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
76.09 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and 
similar containers, for any 
material (other than co~pressed 
or liquefied gas), of aluminium 
of a capacity exceeding 300 
litres, whether or not lined or 
heat-insulated, but not fitted 
with mechanical or thermal 
equipment 
76.101Casks, drums, cans, boxes and 
similar containers (including 
rigid and collapsible tubular 
containers), of aluminium, of a 
description commonly used for 
the conveyance or packing of 
goods 
76.11 Containers, of aluminium, for 
compressed or liquefied gas 
76.12 Stranded wire, cables, cordage, 
ropes, plaited bands and the 
like, of aluminium wire, but I 
excluding insulated electric 
wires and cables 
76.15 Articles of a kind coJrunonly 
used for domestic purposes, 
sanitary ware for indoor use, 
and parts of such articles and 
ware, of aluminium 
76.16 Other articles of alumipium 
77.02 Wrought bars, Tods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of 
magnesium; magnesium wire; 
wrought plates, sheets and 
strip, of magnesium; magnesium 
fo~l; ras~ings and shavings of 
uniform size, powders and 
flakes, of magnesium; tubes and 
pipes and blanks therefor, of 
magnesium; hollow bars of 
magnesium; other articles of 
magnesium 
78.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of lead; 
lead wire 
-~----'" -··-. ··-· - . - ----~- ·-·-· ___ ....__-
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Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
._ _______ -------·-- --- ---·----
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value '· 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50~ of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products uped does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
~!anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
\Manufacture in whiah the value 
!of the products used does not exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
I 
I 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture iri which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
ll~anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
( ) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have squired the 
status of originating products in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B. 
. . . I ••. 
(AlGEX III) 
r 
• 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
78.03 Jsrought plates, sheets and 
1
,<rip, of '"' 
78.04 Lead foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, 
perforated, coated, printed, or 
backed with paper or other . ' 
reinforcing material), of a 
weight (excluding any backing) 
not ex~eeding 1700 kg/m2; lead 
powders and flakes 
78.05 
1
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of lead; hollow bars, 
and tube and pipe fittings 
(for example,,joints, elbows 
sockets, flanges and S-bends), 
of lead 
',06 Other articles of lead 
79.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of ~inc; 
zinc wire 
79.03 Wrought plates, sheets and 
strip, of zinc; zinc foil; 
zinc powders and flakes 
79.04 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of zinc; hol1ow bars, 
and tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, 
sockets and flanges), of zinc 
79.061 Other articles of zinc 
----·--·--~--------·-
• 3'3 -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating produ~ts 
Working or processing that 11 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met I 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) · · 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product' ( ) 
Manufacture in which.the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
I 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50%.of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in whiQh the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
(1 ) These prov~s~ons do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acqui~ed 
status ?f originating products in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B. 
. .. ! ... 
(AK!JEX III) 
-- ~- --- -- .... -~--~--~·---- ------------
-·--------------- ---
I 
l Products obtained 
! I Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
Description 
80.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of tin; 
tin wire 
80.03 Wrought plates, sheets and 
strip, of tin 
80.04 
80.05 
82.05 
82.06 
Tin foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, 
perforated, coated, printed, 
or .backed with paper or other 
reinforcing material), of a 
weight (excluding anM backing) 
not exceeding 1 kg/m ; tin 
powders and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of tin; hollow bars, 
and tube and pipe fittings 
(for example, jo:.nt11, elbow.t, 
sockets and flanges), of tin 
Interchangeable tools for 
hand tools, for machine tools 
or for power-operated haQd 
tools (for example, for 
pressing, stamping, drilling, 
tapping, tAreading, boring, 
broaching, milling, cutting, 
turning, dressing, morticing 
or screw-driving), including 
dies for wire drawing, 
extrusion dies for metal,- and 
rock drilling bi"s 
Knives and cutting blades, 
for machines or for mechanical 
appliances • 
I ex Boilers, machinery and 
mechanical appliances and 
parts thereof, excluding 
refrigerators and refrigeratin 
equipment (electrical and 
other) (No 84.15) and sewing 
machines, including furn~ture 
specially designed for sewine 
machines (ex No 84,41) 
1
1 Chapter I 84 
- }'I -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status Of 
originating products 
-
----- ·-.:------~-------
Working or processing that 
confers the statu~ of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the prqducts used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the v~lue 
of the products .used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exoeed 50% of the value or the 
finished product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value or the 
materials and parts used does 
not exceed 40% of the yalue of 
the finished product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the 
materials and parts used does 
not exceed 40% of the yalue of 
the finished product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the 
materials and parts used does 
not exceed 40% or the value of 
the finished produet 
{1) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from produc s which have acquired the 
status of originating produc,ts in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B. 
( A.llNEX III) .. ./ ... 
• 
l i Products obtained 
• 35 -
f 
Customs 
Tariff De8cription 
Working or proees~Sing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers the etatul of 
originating p:::ooductu when the 
following conditlons are met I Heading 
i No r----~---------------+------------------~----------·---
84,15 Refrigerators and refrigeratin 
equipment (electrical and 
other) 
Working, processing or Rssembl:y ' 
in which the value of the r.cn- i 
originating mat~rials and parts ' 
used does not exceed 40% c:f the \ 
value of the finished product, 1 
and provided that at least 50:1 ' 
in valuq of the materials and I 
parts ( ) used are originating 
products 
ex 84.41 Sewing machines, including 
furniture specially designed 
for sewing machines 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exc~ed 40% of the 
finished product, nnd ~rovided 
that: 
• at least 50% in value of th~ 
materials and 'parts <1 l used 
for the aesembly of the head (motor excluded) are orig-
inating products, and 
- the thread tension, crochet 
and zigzag mechanism~ are 
originating products 
Electrical machinery and 
I 
equipment; parts thereof; 
I 
excluding products of heading 
No 85.14 or 85.15 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the no~­
originating material e.nd parts I 
used do not exceed ~0~ of the 
value of the finished product 
l 
( 1) In determining the value of products, materis.ls and parts, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) in re6pect of originating producte, materials and parte, the first verifiable price paid, or the 
price which would be paid in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the country 
where working, processing or assembly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of other products, materials and parts, the provisions of Article 4 of this Protocol 
determining: 
- the value of imported products, 
- the value of products of undetermined origin. 
. . . I ... (ANNEX III) 
----- ~------·----------~·-----~-
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
Products Obtained 
Description 
85.14 Microphones and stands thereto ; 
loudspeakers; audio-frequency 
electric amplifiers 
ex 
Chapter 
87 
Radiotelegraphic and radio-
telephonic transmission and 
reception apparatus; radio-
broadcasting and television 
transmiss~on and reception 
apparatus (including receivers 
incorporating sound recorders 
or reproducers) and tele-
vision cameras; radio navi-
gational aid apparatus, radar 
apparatus and radio remote 
control apparatus 
Railway and tramway locomotive~, 
rolling-stock and parts thereo ; 
railway and tram~ay track 
fixtures and fittings; traffic 
signalling equipment of all 
kinds (not electrically powere1) 
Vehicles, otner than railway 
or tramway rolling-stock, and 
parts thereof, excluding 
products of heading No 87.09 
- jo -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating product• 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
follow~ng conditi~n• are met 
Working, processing or ase~mbly 
in which the value of the ncn• 
originating materials and parts 
use~ does not exbeed QO~ or the 
value of the rin!shed product, 
and providec that: 
- at least 50% in value or • 
the materials and parts ( 1) 
~sed are originating products, 
and 
- the value of the non-or1g-
ir,ating trana.iotore \l&ed 
does not exc$ed 3% of the 
value of 2h• finished 
product ( ) 
Working, processing or a&aembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40~ of the 
·value of the finished product, 
and provided that: 
- at least 50% in value or 
the materials and parts (1 ) 
u~ed are originating products, 
and 
- the value of the non-orig~ 
inating transistors used 
does not exceed 3% of the 
value of 2he finished 
product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the mate- I 
rials and parts used does not 
exceed ~0% of the value of the 
finished prod•Jct 
\Vorking, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the mate-
rials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
finished product 
( 1 ) In determ~n~ng the value of products, mater~als and parts, the follow~n~ must be taken into account: 
(a) in respect of originating products, materials and parts, the first verifiable price paid, or the 
price which would be paid in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the country 
where working, processing or assembly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of other products, materials and parts, the provisions of Article 4 of this Protocol 
determining: 
- the value of imported products, 
- the value of products of undetermined origin. 
<2) This percentage is not cumulative with the 40%. 
(ANNEX III) .. . I ... 
• 
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\
ProCust,B obtained
I{orlrlns oF p?oeeEBln8 that does
not ccinfsr the EtatuE sf
ori$lnBtl"0g Preducto
t
$orking or proceaelng uirat'i
confers the statua of
oriEinating products when the
follor+ing conditionB Bre netCustomsTariff
.Headlng'
,NO
DeEcriptlon
87.09 i uoto*-.ycLes, auto'cyc1es End Ii cvcles fltted with an Ii airxitiarv motor, uith or I
i irithout side-carsi slde*carl I
I or all klnda Illllit
Worklne. proceeslnE or
areemtli in whilh the value of
t,he nonlorl.ginating meterials
end parts used doec not
exoeia 40I of ttre ftnlshedproduct,, and Provided that: atieast 50[ in va1uE of,'the 1
m&teriel8 and Parts (') uaed
are orlglnatlng ProduetE
l{orklnE, ProceosinE o-r aesembllln whlcn the valub of the
matifr.Eta and Partc uaed doer 
-
not axc.cpd l+0S of the value of
tha flnlehud Product
ix I opttcat' Photographic,
Efrapten I cine*"t6si"aphtE, meaeurinS,-
-':*50-- I cIeekingi piectiion, medl'cart iiia surEicbr lnatrurnente andi 
""oaritils and Par,'tE thereof,' I eltfualng Productg qf headtng,
, I t'to go,05, 90.07 (excePt
I electricallY ignited Photo-i ;.;;;hi; r'rii,truilrur ) , 90 . oB, i
ifo,iz and 90.25 I
Irll"*lt,
I
eo'05 i ?f,[I3:lll$ xi]'f;tiBiir",r,I Prianattc or not
\
:
l,lorltlnE, Proocsgint or at!Gmbl
Ln whlih thc valuc of ths
nonJorlEtnatinE natorlall and
iliiti uisa doeE not sxceed irolbf Ur,e flnlshed Droductr.andprotided that 8t leaet 50I in
value of tha maierlBlg andpirfi (') usea ire originatinE
produets i
lJorklng, proceeslng on assembl
ln tlhich the valua'of the
non-origiriatlng materials and
ilailte-uEio ao*H not exceea 4olir-ifre ftniehed Product, 
-qn+provlded that at least 5oE in
value of the mat'erialg andparie (r) used" are originatint
pnoduct,s
I
I
q0.0? I pf,o.tog*aphic cameras ; photo*7v'vr I ;;;;hft-irashright aiPiratu$
tl ind'f tashbuLbs 'oiher than, :
'l cischarge lamPs of headinE'
I uo 8;.20' with the exceptlonI of electi'ica1Ly ignitea photo-
I graPl"ric flashbulbs
v
,.j
|t
t
i
I
I
I
I
I
cue,materia1gandp*rt,s,*Tqfo1:oY}l1Ei:::::.-::::^,:::,qaccou4ii
(a} in respect of origlnating.pt.oduets, materia]-s Snd qBrt:l t}:=first verifiab].e priee paid,
or bhe priee which wourd n" eli[tii ;;=-li-::iii i:;-:*.:3t*,,HTou"ets''on. the temitorv.or?il"";;.H;;=,*ir;;;"*oi[ine, procesiins or a*sembry is carried outl
(b) in respect of other prod.ucts" materials and pa:rta' the prcvisi'ons cf ArticLe 4 of this
. Protocotr determiningl '
-t r** value of imPorted Pnoducts' 
I r
- the varue di ilfii,;i" -or undetiruined origin'
( AN}IEX II: )
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! Prod~cts ot~a~ned ( 
I Working or processing that does Working or processing that I 
; C:ust~ms not confer the status of confers the status of 
1 
'I'ari.ff Description originating products originating products when the 
: Heading following conditions are met I 
1 ,'\o 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
90.08 CineMatographic cameras, Working, processing or assembly 
projectors, sound recorders in which the value of the non-
and sound reproducers but not originating materials and I including re-recorders or parts used does not exceed 40% 
film editing apparatus; any of the value of the finished 
coffibination of these product, and provided that at 
articles least 50% in value of the 1 
materials and parts (1 ) used 
I are originating products 
90.12 I Compound optical microscopes, Working, processing or assemblY• 
whether or not provided with in which the valu~ or the non-
i r.:"Jans for photographing or originating materials and 
· projecting the image parts used does not exceed 40% 
or the value of the finished 
product, and provided that at 
lea&t 50% in value of the 
materia:s and p~rts (1) used 
are originating ~roducts 
I 
90.26 Gas, liquid Rnd electricity Working, processing or assembly~ 
supply or production meters; in which the value of the non-
calibrating metPrs therefor originating materials and 
parts used does not exdeed 40% 
of the value of the finished 
product, and provided that at 
least 50% in value of1the materials and parts ( } used 
are originating products 
ex Clocks and watches and parts Working, processing or assembly 
Chapter thereof, excluding products of in which the value of the 
91 heading No 91.04 or 91.08 materials and parts used does 
not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished product 
I 
I 
( ) In determining the value of products, materials and parts, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) i~ respect of originat~ng product~, materials and parts, the first verifiable price paid, 
or the price which would be paid in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of 
the counory where working, processing or assembly is carried out: 
(b) in respect of other products, materials and parts, the provisions of Article 4 of this 
Protocol determining: 
- the value of imported products, 
- the value of products of undetermined origin. 
(ANNEX III) 
I 
• 
1 Products obtained 
'r-------·-,----------------------------~ i Custom,; 
I 'h.ri!'f Heading 
No 
Duol'iption 
- 39 -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
o~icin&tina pro4uotl 
Working or proceasing t~at 
confers the atatus of 
oriainatina produota whon the 
t'ollowin& conditions Are rr.•t 
r-----t-------------------+-----------------------~----------------~ 91.04 Other c~ocks 
I 
91.08 Clock movements, assembled 
ex 
Chapter 
92 
92.11 
Musical instruments, sound 
recorders or reproducers, 
television image and sound 
I recorders or reproducers; parts and accessories of 
such articles, excluding 
products of heading No 92.11 
Gramophones, dictating machine 
and other sound recorders or 
reproducers, including record-
players and tape decks, with 
or without sound-heads; tele-
vision image and sound 
recorders or reproducers 
. 
Working, proceG11ing or assembly 
in which the value of t~e ncn-
originating materi~l~ and parts 
used does not exceed 40% of ~h~ 
value of the finished product, 
and provided that at least 50% 
in valu! of the materials a~d 
parts ( ) used are originat ng 
products 
Working, processing or n.~sembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40~ of the 
value of the finish€d product, 
and provided that at least 50~ 
in valui of the materials and 
parts ( ) ueed a.re originAting 
prodl.lcts 
. 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the 
materials and parts used does 
not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parte 
used does not exceed 40% of the 
value of the finished product, 
and provided t~at: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- at least 50% in value of 1 the materials and parts ( ) I 
used are originating products, 
and ' 
- the value of the non-orig-
inating trans~stors used 
does not exceed 3% of the 
value of ~he finisr.ed 
product ( ) 
( 1 ) In determining the value of products, materials and parts, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) in respect of originating products, materials and parts, the first verifiable price paid, 
or the price which would be paid in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the 
country where •,;orking, processing or assembly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of other products, materials and parts, the provisions of Article 4 of this Protocol 
determining: 
- the value of imported products, 
- the value of products of undetermined origin. 
(2) This percentage is not cumulative with the 40%. 
(A~NEXIII) ... ! ... 
Products obtained 
Customs r 
I Tariff , Heading I No 
Description 
! Chapter 
. 93 
Arms and ammunition; parts 
thereof 
I 
ex 96.01 I 
97.03 
Other brooms and brushes 
(includins brushes of a kind 
used as parts of machines); 
paint rollers; squeegees · (other than roller squeegees) 
and mops 
Other toys; working models 
of a kind used for recreations 
purposes 
98.01 Buttons and button moulds, 
studs, cuff-links, and press-
fasteners, including snap-
fasteners and press-studs, 
blanks and parts of such 
articles 
98.08 Typewriter and similar ribbons 
whether or not on spools; ink-
pads, with or without boxes 
- 40 -
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
}1anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does npt 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture ir. which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of 
the fin:shed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in whioh the value 
of toe products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finishe.~ product 
l _ ___.__l -----L-------:-~-.-:--:-:: ....-:-:::-::-:. _____ _L__ ----·· 
' 
ANNEX IV 
LIST B 
List of working or processing operations which do not result 
in a change of tariff h~ading, 
but which do confer the status of 
"originating" products 
.on the products undergoing such operations 
... I ... 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
13.02 
ex 15.10 
ex 17.01 
ex 17.02 
ex 17.03 
ex 2L03 
ex 22.09 
(ANI'l=.X IV) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- 2 -
Finished products 
Description 
-
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lace; 
natural gums, resins, gum-resins and balsam& 
Fatty alcohols 
. 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, in eolid form, 
flavoured or coloured 
Lactose, glucose, maple or other augare, in 
solid form, flavoured or coloured 
Molasses, r~avoured or coloured 
Prepared mustard 
Whisky of an alcoholic strength of less than 
50° 
I 
1 
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
of originating products I 
i 
Incorporation of non-originating materials 
and parts in boilers, machinery, mechanical 
appliances, etc., of Chapter 84 to 92 in 
boilers and radiators of heading No 73.37 
and in the products contained in headings 
No 97.07 and No 98.03 does not make such 
products lose their status of originating 
products, provided that the value of these 
products does not exceed 5% of the value of 
the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating,materials and 
parts used does not exceed 50% of the value 
of the finished product 
Manufacture from fatty acids 
Manufacture from beet sugar and can'e sugar I 
in solid form without flavourine or colourin~ 
of which the value does not exceed 30% of th1 
value of the finiahed product 
Manufacture from other sugars in solid form 
without flavouring or colouring or which tbe 
value does not exceed 30% of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from products without flavouring 
or colouring of which the value does not 
exceed 30% of the value or the finished 
product 
Manufacture from mustard flo~r 
Manufacture from alcohol deriving 
exclusively from the distillation of cereals 
and in which the value of the non-originatin 
constituent products does not exceed 15% of 
the value of the finished product 
-
I 
I 
... / ... 
, 
• 
---------------- -------------- --- --- - --------- ----
--- ~··~---... - '-----· -- ----
Customs 
Tarirf 
Heading 
No 
ex 25.15 
ex 25.16 
ex 25.lll 
ex 25.19 
ex 25.32 
ex Chap. 
28 to 37 
ex 28-. 13 
ex 31.03 
ex 32.01 
I ex 1;.01 
ex 35.07 
(ANNEX IV) 
- '5 ,. 
Finished products 
:Description t 
Marble squared by sawing, of a th~cknees not 
exceeding 25 ·cm 
Granite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and other 
monumental and building stone, squared by 
sawing, of a thickness not exceeding 25 cm 
Calcined dolomite; agglomerated'dolomite 
(including tarred dolomite) 
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
of originating products 
I 
I 
I 
Sawing into slabs or sections, polishinp;, !J. 
,;z:l'inding and cleaninp; of marble, including 
marble not further worked than roughly split,\ 
roughly squared or squared by sawing, of a 
thickness exceeding 25 cm 
Sawing of granite, porphyry, ba!alt, sand-
stone and other building stone, including 
such stone not further worked than roughly 
split, roughly squared or squared by sawin~, 
of a thickness exceeding 2? cm 
Calcination or unworked dolomite 
Other magnesium oxide, whether or not 
chemically pure 1 
Manufacture from natural magnesium carbonate 
(magnnite) 
iarth colours, calcined or powdered 
Products of the chemical and allied 
industries, excluding sulphuric anhydride 
(ex 2~.13), calcined, crushed and powdered 
natural aluminium calcium phosphates, .treated 
thermically (ex 31.03) 1 tannins (ex ~2.01), 
essential oils, resino1ds and terpenic by-
producti (ex 33.01), pre~arations used for 
tenderising meat, preparations used for 
clarifying beer composed of papain and 
bentonite and enzymatic preparations for the 
desizing of textiles (ex 35.07) 
Crushing and calcination or powdering of 
earth colours 
Working or processing in which the value of 
the non-originatin~ producta used does not 
exceed 20% of the value of the finished 
product 
Sulphuric anhydride J Manufacture from sulphur dioxide 
Calcined, crushed and powdered natural 
aluminium calcium phosphates, treated 
thermic ally 
Tannins (tannic acids), including water-
extracted gall-nut tannin, and their salts, 
ethers, esters and other derivatives 
.I 
Essential oils (terp~neleas or not), concrete: 
and absolutes; resinoids; terpenic by-product: 
of the deterpenation of essential oils I 
Preparations used for tenderising meat, 
preparations used for clarifyin~ beer, 
composed of papain and bentonite, enzymatic 
preparations for the desizing of textiles 
Crushing and powdering of calcined natural 
aluminium calcium phosphates, treated 
therrnically 
Manufacture from tanning extracts of 
vegetable origin 
Manufacture from concentrates of essential 
oils in fats, in fixed oils, or in waxes or 
the 11ke, obtained by cold absorption or by 
maceration 
Manufacture froM enzymes or prepared enzymes 
of which the value does not exceed 50% of 
the value of the finished product ' 
... 1 ... 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
ex Chap. 
38 
ex 38.05 
ex 38.07 
ex 38.09 
ex Chap. 
39 
ex 39.02 
ex 40.07 
ex 41.01 
ex 41.02 
ex 41,04 
ex 41.05 
ex 43.02 
ex 44.22 
(A:\NEX IV) 
- 4 -
Finished products 
::lescription 
Miscellaneous chemical products, other than 
refined tall oil (ex 38.05), spirits of 
sulphate turpentine, purified (ex 38.07) and 
wood pitch (wood tar pitch) (ex 38.09) 
I''''"'' Coli oil 
!Sulphate turpentine, purified 
1Wood pitch (wood tar pitch) 
I 
Artificial resins and plastic materials, 
cellulose esters and ethers; articl'es thereof, 
excepting films of ionomers (ex 39.02) 
Ionomer film 
Slabs of crepe rubber for soles 
!
Vulcanised 
covered 
~Sheep- and 
r~bber thread and cord, textile 
lamb-skins without the wool 
Retanned bovine cattle leather (including 
buffalo leather) and equine leather prepared 
but not parchment-dressed except.leather 
falling within heading No 41.06 and 41.08 
Retanned sheep and lamb skin leather, 
prepared but not parchment-dressed 1 except leather falling within heading No ~1.06 and 
41.08 
Retanned goat and kid skin leather, prepared 
but not parchment-dressed, except leather 
falling within,heading No 41.06 and 41.08 
Other kinds of retanned leather, p~epared but 
not parchment-dressed, except leather falling 
within heading No 41.06 and 41.08 
Assembled furskins 
Casks, barrel&, vats, tubs, buckets and other 
coopers' products and parts thereof 
Work ng or processing 
that onfers ~he status 
of or ginating products 
Working or processing in which the value of 
the non-originating materials used does not 
exceed 20% of the value of the finished 
product 
Refining of crude tall oil 
Purification consisting of the distillation 
or refining of raw sulphate turpentine 
Distillation of 1:ood tar 
Working or processing in which the value of 
the non-originating mate.::·ials used does not 
exceed 20% of the value cf the finished 
product 
Manufacture from a thermoplasti~ partial 
salt which is a copolymer of ethylene and 
Metac~ylic acid partly neutralized with 
metal ions, mainly zinc and sodium 
Lamination of crepe sheets of natural 
rubber 
Manufacture from vulcanised rubber thread 
or cord, not textile covered 
Removing wool from sheep- and lamb-skins 
in the wool 
Retanning of bovine cattle leather 
(including buffalo leather) and equine 
leather, not further prepared than tanned 
Retanning of sheep and lamb skin leather, 
not further pr.pared than tanned 
RetanninP.. of goat and kid skin leather, not 
further prepared than tanned 
Retanning of other kinds of leather, not 
further prepared than tanned 
Bleachir,g, dy,eing, dressing, cutting and 
assembling of tanned or dresoed furskins 
Manufacture from riven staves of wood, not 
further prepared than sawn on one principal 
surface; sawn staves of wood, of which at 
least one principal surface has been 
cylindrically sawn, not further prepared 
than sawn 
... / ... 
J 
C\.~S tonis 
r:f·a:::-iff 
Heading 
No 
ex 50.03 
- 5 -
Finished products 
Description 
Silk waste carded or combed 
I 
I 
ex 50.09) i 
=~ §~:~~~I 
ex 
53
'
12
f!Printed fabrics 
ex 54.05 I 
ex 55.07 
ex 55.08 
ex 55.09 I 
ex 56.07 
1 
i 
ex 59.14 ! Incandescent gas mantles 
I 
I 
ex 67.01 i Feather du3ters 
ex 68.03 !Articles of slate, including articles of 
!agglomerated slate 
I 
I 
•x 68.04 '~and polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, 
'hones and the like, of natural stone, of 
·agglomerated natural or artificial•abrasives, 
: or of pottery 
ex 68.13 :Articles of asbesto~; articles of mixtures 
i with a basis of asbestos or of mixtures with 
I a basis of asbestos and magnesium carbonate 
I 
t 
ex 66.15 f Articles of mica, including bonded mica 
: spli ttings on a support of; paper or fabric 
ex 70.10 ! Cut-glass bottles 
I 
i 
70.13 i Glassware (other than articles falling in 
! heading No 70.19) of a kind commonly used for 
~table, kitchen, toilet or office purposes, i for indoor decoration, or similar uses 
I 
ex 70.20 • ! Articles made from glass fibre 
i 
ex 71.02 I ?reciol:ls and semi-precious 5'Gones, cut or 
: otherw~se workea, but no:, mounted~ set or 
1 strung (except ungraded stones temporarily 
strung for convenience of transport) 
ex ?1.03 Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-
(A~NEX IV) 
precious stoneR, cut or otherwise worked, but 
not mounted, set or strung (except ungraded 
stones temporarily strung for convenience of 
transport) 
Working or processing 
that confe~s the s~a~~s 
of originating products 
Carding or combing waste silk 
i 
I 
Printing accompanied by finishing op~rations I 
(bleach:ng, dressing, drying, steaming, 
hurling, mending, impregnating, sanforizing, 
mercerizing) of fabrics the value of which 
does not exceed 47.5% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from tubular gasmantle fabric 
Manufacture from feathers, parts of feathers 
or down 
Manufacture of articles of slate 
Cutting, adjusting and gluing of abrasive 
materials, which, owing to their shape, are 
not recognisable as being intended_for hand 
use 
Manufacture of articles of asbestos or of 
mixtures with a basis of asbestos, or of 
mixtures with a basis of asbestos and 
magnesium carbonate 
Manufacture of articles of mica 
Cutting of bottles the value of which does 
not exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
product 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I Cutting of glassware the value of wh~ch does: 
not exceed 50% of the value of the finished I 
~roduct or decoration, with the exception , 
of silk-screen printing, carried out entirelt 
by hand, of h~nd-blown glassware the value 1 
of which does not exceed 5C% of the value 1 
of the finished product I 
Manufacture from unworked glass fibre 
Manufacture from un¥orked precious ar.d 
semi-precious stones 
Manufacture from ur.•t~orke1 synthetic or 
reconstructed preciou3 or semi-precious 
stones 
.. . I ... 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
ex' 71.05 
ex 71.05 
ex 71.06 
ex 71.07 
ex 71.07 
ex 71.08 
ex 71.09 
ex 71.09 
ex 71.10 
ex 73.15 
ex 74.01 
ex 7!!,01 
ex 7'\.01 
ex 7).01 
(ANNEX IV) 
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Finished products 
Description 
,Silver and silver alloys, including silver 
lgilt and platinum7plated silver, semi-
/manufactured 
I . 
Silver, including s~lver gilt and platinum-
plated silver, unwrought 
!Rolled silver, semi-manufactured 
IOold, including platinum-plated gold, semi-manufactured 
I 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, 
unwrought 
nolled gold on base metal or silver, semi-
Jmanufactured 
I 
!Platinum and other metals of the platinum 
!group, semi-manufactured 
I 
I 
IPlatinum and other metals of the platinum 
jgroup, unwrought 
I 
!Rolled platinum or other platinum group 
:metals, on base metal or precious metal, 
semi-manufactured 
Alloy steel and high carbon steel: 
- in the forms mentioned in heading Nos 73.07 
to 73.13 
- in the forms mentioned in heading No 73.14 
Unrefined copper (blister copper and other) 
Refined copper 
Copper alloy 
Unwrought nickel (excluding electro-plating 
anodes of heading No 75.05) 
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
of originating products 
Rolllng, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought silver and silver alloys 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
unwrought silver and silver a~loys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought rolled silver 
Rolling, drawing, beatinr; or grinding of 
unwrought gold, ircluding pla•inum-plated 
gold 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
unwrought gold or gold alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought rolled gold on baee metal or 
silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought platinum or other metaln of the 
platinum group 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
unwrought platinum or other metals of, the 
platinum group 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought ro}led platinum or other unwrought 
platinum group 0etals, on base metal or 
precious metal 
Manufacture from products in'the forms, 
mentioned in heading No 73.06 
Manufacture from products in the forms 
mentioned in heading No 73.06 or 73.07 
Smelting of copper matt~ 
Fire-refining or electrolytic refining of 
unrefined copper (blister copper and other) 
copper waste or scrap 
Fusion and ther~al treatment of refined 
copper, copper waste .or scrap 
Refining by electrolysis, by fusion or 
chemically, of nickel mattes, nickel speiss 
and other intermediate products of nickel 
metallurgy 
.. . I .. . I 
1 
• 
t 
• l 
•, 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
- 7 -
Finished ~roducts 
Description 
ex 75.01 Unwrought nickel except nickel a·lloys 
ex 76.01 Unwrought aluminium 
76.16 Other articles or aluminium 
ex , 77.02 
ex 77.04 
ex 81.01 
ex 81.02 
ex 81.03 
ex 81.04 
ex 82.09 
ex 83.06 
ex 84.05 
84.06 
I 
Other articles of magnesium 
Beryllium wrought 
Refined lead 
Tungsten, wrought 
Molybdenum, wrought 
Tantalum, wrought 
Other base metals, wrought 
Knives with cutting blades, serrated or not (including pruning knives) other than knives 
falling within heading No 82.06 
Indoor ornaments made from base metals other 
than statuettes 
I Steam engines (including mobile engines, but 
not steam tractors falling within heading 
No 87.01 or mechanically propelled road 
rollers) with self-contained boilers 
Internal combustion piston engines 
(ANNEX IV) 
{ 
- 1 --~ -~- -·--.-·· -~----- - _.,. ... ---
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
of originating products 
I 
Refining of waste by electrolysis, by melting 
or by chemical means of waste and scrap 
Manufacture by thermal or electrolytic 
treatment of \.'lialloyed aluminium, 1~aste and 
scrap 
Manufacture in which gauze, cloth, grill, 
netting, fencing, reinforcing fabric and 
similar materials (including endless bands) 
of aluminium wire, or expanded metal of 
aluminium, are used the value of which does 
not exceed 50% of the valut of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from wrought bars, rods, angleo, 
shapes and sections, plat~s, sh~ets and 
strip, wire, foil, raspings and shavings of 
uniform size, powders and flakes, tubes and 
pipes and blanks therefor, hollow bars, or 
magnesium, the value of which does not exceed 
50~ of the value or the finished product 
Rolling, drawing or grinding of unwrought 
beryllium the value of which does not exceed 
50~ of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture by thermal refining from bullion 
lead 
Manufacture from unwrought tungsten the 
value of which does not exceed 50% of the 
value of the finished produc' 
Manufacture from unwrought molybdenum the 
value of which does not exceed 50~ of the 
value of the finished product 
Manufacture from unwrought tantalum the 
value of which,does not expeed 50~ of the 
value of the finished product 
Manufacture from other base metals, 
unwrought, the value of which does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
prod111ot 
Manufacture from knife blades 
Working or processing in which the value of 
the non-originating materials used do~s not 
exceed 30% of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assembly in which 
the value of the products used does not 
exceed 40% of the value' of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assembly in which 
the value of the materials and parts used 
does not exceed 40~ of the value of the 
finished product 
... / ... 
-- --~--------;--- ----·--· --------- -·- ----~ ------- -- -
Cas toms 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
ex 84.08 
84.16 
ex 84.17 
8~. 31 
84.33 
ex8~.~1 
- e -
Finished products 
Description 
!Engines ~nd motors, excluding reaction engin~s 
1and gas turbines 
Calendering and similar rolling machines 
(other than metal-working and metal-rolling 
!
machines and glass-working machines) and 
cylinders therefor 
Machinery, plant and similar laboratory 
equipment, whether or not electrically heated, 
for the treatment of materials by a process 
involving a change of temperature, for wood, 
!
paper pulp, paper and paperboard manufacturing 
industries 1 
I 
Machinery for making er• finishing cellulosic 
pulp, paper or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard cutting machines ol' all 
kinds; other machinery for making up paper I pulp, paper or paperboard 
l Sewing machine a, incl.uding furniture specially 
designed for sewing 
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
of originating products 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of the value 
of the finished procuct, and provided that 
at least 50% in value of the materials and 
parts (") used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used coes not exceed 25% of the value 
of the finished procuct 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed 25~ of the value 
of the finsihed product 
! 
i 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 1 
value of the non-originatir,g materials and 1 parts used does not exceed 25% or the value 1 
of the finished product 
Working, processing or asserr.bly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed 25~ of the value 
of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which ~he 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% o~ the value 
or the finished product, and provided that 
- at" least 50% in value of the materials and I 
part~ (•) used for assembly of the head 
(motor excluded) are originating products 
~ and tne thread tension, creche~ and 
zigza~ mechanisrr.s are originatin~ products 
<
1
> In deter~ining the vnlue of products, materials and parts, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) in respect of originating products, materials and parts, the first verifiable price paid, or 
the price which would be paid in case or sale, for the said products on the territory of the 
country where working, processing or assembly is car~ied out; 
"·· 
(b) in respect of other'products, materials and parts, the provisions of Article 4 of this Protocol 
determining: 
- the value of imported products, 
- the value. of products of undetermined origin. 
\~<HNEX l.V 1 .. . I ..• 
\ 
T • 
• 
' 
/ 
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. ' 
·--------.--·-- ---· 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
85.14 
85.15 
ex 9~.01 
ex 9~.03 
ex 95.05 
- 9 -
Description 
Microp!1ones and 
I audio-frequency 
stands therefor; loudspeakers; 
electric amplifiers 
I 
!RadioteleP,raphic and radiotelephonic trans-
lmission an1 reception app~ratus; radio-
1broadcasting and television'transmission and 
irecept~on apparatus (including receivers 
incorp0rating sound recorders or reproducers) 
and television cameras; radio navigational 
aid apparat~s, radar apparatus and radio 
remote control apparatus 
Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles 
falling wit~in heading No 87.01, 87.02 or 
87.03 
Chairs and other seats (other than those 
fallinr; withi.n heading No 94.02) whether or 
not convertible into beds, made of base metals 
Other furniture of base metal 
Articles in tortoise shell, mother f pearl,' 
ivory, bone, horn, coral (natural o 
agglomerated) and other animal carv ng 
materio.l 
Working o::- processing 
that confers the s~atus 
of originating prod~cts 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of the value 
of the finished product and provided that a~ 
least 50% of the mater±nls and parts used are 
originating products ( ) 
Working, processing or n"sembly in which the 
value of the non-originkting mate~ials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of the value 1 
of the finished product nnd provided that at 1 
least 50% of the materials and parts used are 
originating products ( l . 
Working, processing or hSsembly in which the 
value of the materials and parts used does 
not exceed 15% of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or aasembly in which 
unstuffP.d cotton cloth is·used of a weight 
of 300r,r/m2 or less in the form ready to 
uee, of which the value does not exceed 2 25% of the value of the finished product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly in which 
unstuffed cotton cloth is u~ed of a weight 
of 300r,r/m2 or less in the form ready to 
use, of which the value does not excee~ 25% 
of the value of the finished product (~) 
Manufacture from tortoise shell, mother of 
pearl, ivory, bone, horn, coral (natural or 
agglomerated) and other animal carving 
material; worked 
(') The appll cation of thi' s r!.ll e nust noi cause the percentage of 3.% for the non-orig l nati ng tra'1sl stars 
laid dl1tm In List A for the saoe tariff heading to be exceeded. 
{2) This ruie doos not apply when {he general rule of change of tariff heading is applied to the other 
non-originating parts which are part of the composition of the final product. 
.. .I ... 
- :o -
--r 
Finished product~ I 
r---..,.----~-------: Working or processing 
that confers the status 
of originating products 
I 
Customs 
~ariff 
Heading 
:\o 
Description 
ex 95.08 A~ticles in vegetable carving material (for~· -~Manufacture from vegetable carving material 
!example corozo), meers·chaum' and amber, .natu~al (f'or example corozo), meerschaum and amber, or reconstituted, jet (and minera1·substi~utes natural or reconstituted, jet (and mineral 
ex 96.01 
ex 98.11 
(ANNEX IV) 
for jet) substitutes for jet); worked 
Brushes and brooms 
Smoking pipes, pipe bowls, of wood, root or 
other materials 
Manufacture using prepared knots and tufts 
for broom or brush making the value of ~hich 
does not exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
